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Abstract

The modern financial world has seen a significant rise in the use of

cryptocurrencies in recent years, due to inherent convincing characteristics such

as decentralised nature and convenience, and more importantly, perceived privacy

and anonymity features.

Despite being considered as the most widespread among all, Bitcoin is claimed

to have significant lapses in relation to its anonymity. Many studies have

shown that a majority of transactions can be traced back to their corresponding

participants through the analysis of publicly available data, to which the

cryptographic community has responded by proposing new constructions with

improved anonymity claims. With the emergence of such new cryptocurrencies,

many have attempted to evaluate such claims. These efforts have resulted in

various interpretations of anonymity, which are often restricted to a particular

currency scheme only. The absence of a common formalised metric for

evaluating anonymity has led to much confusion over their claims, making it

infeasible to properly compare different systems. More importantly, anonymity

in such complex multi-party systems as finance, turns out to be a surprisingly

multifaceted notion which needs to be defined and modelled with precision.

In this work, we introduce a common framework, which can be used to

evaluate the nature and extent of anonymity in (crypto)currencies and similar
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distributed transaction systems, irrespective of their implementation. For this

purpose, we construct a theoretical model to represent the generic functionality

of cryptocurrency schemes across different implementations, by establishing a

cryptographically sound and secure foundation. We then develop a comprehensive

adversarial model in order to capture different aspects of anonymity around

system entities.

Building upon this foundation, we formulate a common template, which is

capable of modelling a multitude of different attacker scenarios with respect to

various anonymity considerations. With an aim to strengthen the usability of

this framework, we provide formal definitions for anonymity notions pertaining

to various scenarios. In addition, we investigate the relationships among

those definitions and formulate a set of theorems indicating the implications,

dependencies and separations among them. Accordingly, this framework,

together with the formal definitions and theorems, provides a means for modelling

anonymity uniformly across different constructions. As such, the fine-grained

systematisation of anonymity resulting from this work highlights the importance

of precise definitions for modelling anonymity, which is a surprisingly nuanced

concept.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Together with the advancements in technology, the financial sector has embraced

many new developments over the years. As a result, ways of conducting

monetary transactions have also changed considerably in the recent past. In

that connection, various forms of electronic currency schemes have emerged as

alternatives to traditional physical currencies and cryptocurrencies hold a major

stake among them. Factors such as decentralised nature, flexibility, convenience

and more importantly promises of privacy and anonymity, have contributed to

the popularity of such cryptocurrencies. In this thesis, we aim to investigate the

anonymity considerations in the context of cryptocurrencies.

Anonymity can be considered as a demanding factor, that influences the adoption

of cryptocurrency systems by users as naturally one would not want their

transaction details to be exposed. Bitcoin, the first and the most widely used

cryptocurrency, has attracted much attention with respect to its privacy and

anonymity characteristics. It is claimed that Bitcoin has only achieved a level of

pseudonymity as the transaction graph is totally public, revealing the payment

addresses corresponding to transactions and linking with real world identities
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eventually [77]. In response to these concerns, many other alternatives have been

developed aiming to improve anonymity of Bitcoin or to invent new currencies

altogether, thus creating an ongoing battle to meet this demand. Over and above

that, many different interpretations of anonymity have loomed, causing much

confusion in the community.

Undoubtedly, a satisfactory level of anonymity is pivotal for the sustainability

of any cryptocurrency. Hence it is essential that anonymity claims of these

currencies be precise, reliable and be comparable across different currency

schemes. This demands for a systematic approach to represent anonymity in

an apprehensible manner, which facilitates formalised and explicit definitions

that can capture different attributes of anonymity and the relationship between

various aspects of these definitions. Moreover, such systematisation can be a

valuable tool for the designers of future virtual currency schemes in improving

anonymity aspects in such constructions. From this perspective, it is vital to

have a standardised means for defining what anonymity means in the context of

cryptocurrencies.

1.1 Motivation

From a broader perspective, privacy and anonymity can be regarded as two

different concepts, yet they often complement each other in some contexts such

as cryptographic systems. Privacy, in general, is interpreted as hiding what was

performed in a certain action and conversely, anonymity is defined as hiding who

(i.e. identity) performed the action [90]. In cryptographic security, both notions

are equally important. There also exists a third related notion, steganography,

which is to hide that an action was even performed at all. Though it closely

relates to privacy and even more so to anonymity, it is perhaps technically less

relevant in a networked environment where the very existence of communications
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taking place is difficult to conceal.

The absence of an acceptable level of anonymity and privacy could hinder the

effectiveness of any currency scheme. Many traditional currency schemes are

centralised systems where customers depend on another party to preserve the

privacy of related information. For example, in a traditional banking model,

banks are bound by regulations to preserve the confidentiality of customer

information. Cryptocurrency schemes achieve the same through the use of various

cryptographic techniques in a decentralised environment.

As a matter of fact, if the transaction history of a particular individual or entity

were exposed to an outsider, it could result in many undesirable consequences,

from a subjective sense of betrayal, to more concrete abuses such as misuse of

that information to gain undue advantages in contract bidding. Even worse, if

currency units came attached with transaction histories, that could lead to the

blacklisting of specific units based on their use in unlawful activities in the past,

or their involvement in boycotted operations, even though the units may have

had only uncontroversial uses afterwards. In such a situation, any punishment

by blacklisting affects only the current, honest holders of those units rather than

the original criminals who have long since received the benefit of those units. As

such, it is paramount to have a tolerable level of anonymity in a currency scheme

in order to ensure its fungibility. By fungibility, we mean that every currency

unit in a currency system is replaceable with any other unit within the system.

Bitcoin, despite having the highest market capitalisation at the time of this

writing [25, 54], has received much criticism in relation to its anonymity and it has

been argued that the current Bitcoin framework only provides ‘pseudonymity’,

in place of anonymity, since transactions are linked to payment addresses in a

big graph that is visible to all [24, 44]. Hence payment addresses form a type

of identity, and these can in some circumstances be associated with real-world
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identities. Detailed analyses of public bitcoin transaction data have shown that it

is possible to uncover behaviour patterns of Bitcoin users and trace their identities

in real life [7, 63, 78].

Ethereum, which emerged subsequently, has become a popular platform for many

distributed applications including cryptocurrencies. Ethereum appears to be even

worse than Bitcoin with respect to its anonymity, as it compels its users to reuse

the same addresses, or accounts, across all transactions, unlike Bitcoin which at

least makes an attempt to move funds to new addresses every time a payment is

being made [18, 23, 100].

As a consequence of this tension between the need for, and the lack of, effective

anonymity in cryptocurrencies, there has been much research with the primary

focus of fulfilling that demand. Some solutions are centered around improving the

anonymity of the Bitcoin framework (e.g. Zcash) whereas other approaches have

sought to revisit the fundamentals in the design of new cryptocurrency schemes

(e.g. Monero). In spite of many such solutions making claims of “anonymity”,

some studies have shown that the majority of them could still be subject to

deanonymisation under different circumstances [60, 64]. As a result, these claims

raise uncertainty around anonymity and leave many questions unanswered, e.g.

How likely is the deanonymisation to succeed, what are the factors contributing

towards it, what is the extent of deanonymisation etc. Such concerns highlight

the importance of assessing anonymity achieved by these currencies in a precise

and unambiguous manner. This motivates our main research question;

1. How can we evaluate and compare anonymity aspects of cryptocurrency

schemes in a unified and systematic manner?

Alongside this ongoing battle to improve anonymity, much energy has been

spent in both academia and in the industry to develop means to evaluate

the extent of anonymity achieved by those currencies. This has resulted in a
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multitude of analyses and evaluations in relation to the anonymity of Bitcoin

as well as other cryptocurrencies (as presented in Chapter 2). While some of

them follow theoretical approaches, many focus on experimental analyses to

show the possibilities for deanonymisation of transactions against their original

claims. Although many discuss the diversity of anonymity attributes (or implied

attributes), they do not provide clear formal definitions [58, 77, 78]. Many such

notions are coarse grained and do not capture the full subtlety of a given situation.

Even with the very few that attempt to define different anonymity notions, they

have been borrowed from elsewhere (e.g. from anonymous communication) and

thus leads to multiple different interpretations [24, 44].

Further, relationships among the anonymity notions used in the existing literature

are often unclear, which adds to the complexity. Some have attempted to

categorise and compare different schemes based on various models, yet their

work only provides a high level picture as there is no clear-cut model available

to provide a common (i.e. unified) mechanism to represent anonymity at a much

granular level. Therefore, the absence of a common framework for modelling

anonymity of cryptocurrencies has led to doubts in the credibility of anonymity

claims made by existing cryptocurrencies and thus it is not possible to evaluate

the extent of anonymity achieved by different currency schemes in a meaningful

manner [46, 75]. This leads to the research question given below.

2. How can we design a common framework to model anonymity aspects of

different cryptocurrency schemes in terms of formal anonymity definitions?

In order to develop a common framework which can be used to model anonymity

of cryptocurrencies irrespective of the underlying construction, it is necessary

to create a means to model the functionality across different currency schemes.

Such model should be secure and correct in terms of functionality, and serves as

the first stepping-stone in this study. Accordingly, we formulate the following
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research question.

3. How can we develop a means to model the functionality of cryptocurrency

schemes commonly across different constructions?

Therein, we compose our research objectives of this study based on the above

research questions in the next section.

1.2 Research objectives and contributions

The motivating objective of this research study is to formulate a strategy to

model anonymity in distributed environments such as cryptocurrency schemes in

a uniform manner, enabling one to obtain reasonable comparisons across different

constructions. In addition, we also aim to investigate the avenues for a simplified

approach to understand the security modelling of cryptographic protocols better.

In order to achieve our research aims, we pursue a phased approach throughout

by setting individual objectives in each phase and we summarise these research

objectives and corresponding contributions below.

Objective 1 : Develop a means to commonly represent the

functionality of different cryptocurrency schemes.

In order to formulate a unified framework across diverse constructions, there needs

to be a common platform which can be modelled as a prototype for such systems.

Hence, keeping in line with research question 3, our initial goal is to develop a

common means to represent different currency schemes. We consider the typical

functionality of a fully decentralised currency scheme for this purpose, thereby

defining relevant operations, their correctness and security requirements to ensure

the viability and the integrity of the proposed system. We also identify the factors

affecting the privacy and anonymity of entities within a cryptocurrency scheme

and then aim to develop a comprehensive adversarial model to capture the same.
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Contribution 1: Accordingly, our first contribution in this study is a theoretical

model that is functionally sound and secure, and can be utilised to model generic

functionality, security and correctness of a cryptocurrency scheme, irrespective of

the implementation details. We have included this content in our publication [5]

and we present a comprehensive description in Chapter 3.

Objective 2 : Design a common framework to model anonymity

aspects of different cryptocurrency schemes in terms of formal

anonymity definitions

As captured in research question 2, our goal here is to develop a common,

parameterised definition of anonymity, which is capable of capturing a wide

range of anonymity scenarios based on the adversarial knowledge, adversarial

capabilities and the targeted security goal. This framework can further support

formalising the anonymity attributes in a comprehensible manner through

formalising definitions and relationships among them. Such comprehension

enables fine-grained modelling of anonymity, which provides an in-depth

understanding of many different aspects of anonymity and the effects of their

interdependencies. Further, this also facilitates effective comparisons across

various constructions.

Contribution 2: In this connection, our research contributions include a unified

framework that can capture a multitude of anonymity notions in the context

of cryptocurrencies. We further provide a set of formal anonymity definitions,

which can be used to represent different characteristics in currency schemes and

compare the same across different schemes. In addition, we also present a set

of theorems in order to demonstrate the relationships and interdependencies of

anonymity notions resulting from the proposed framework. We have published

this material in [5] and we provide further details in Chapter 4.
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Objective 3 : Evaluate and compare anonymity aspects of existing

cryptocurrency schemes

The ultimate research objective in this work as represented by the research

question 1 is to evaluate and compare anonymity aspects of different existing

currency schemes in a unified manner. In this respect, we aim to demonstrate

the applicability of our framework by analysing a sub set of popular existing

cryptocurrencies, which represent a wide range of functionalities, including some

which claim strong anonymity guarantees. This allows us to model anonymity

across different constructions in a common metric and this enables us to compare

them effectively.

Contribution 3: In this contribution, we present the analysis outcomes of

several existing cryptocurrency schemes having very different constructions,

namely Bitcoin, Zcash, Monero and Mimblewimble, which are compared against

a fictitious currency scheme exhibiting very strong anonymity characteristics.

Therein, we present a unified view of anonymity landscape of chosen

cryptocurrencies. This work is published in [4] and Chapter 5 presents the details

of this exercise.

1.3 Methodology

Our research methodology is focused around constructing a common unifying

mathematical framework, which is capable of capturing all the multiple security

nuances in all existing and future currency schemes. We follow the accepted

approach in cryptography, which is to define security properties in terms of

“games” or conceptual experiments. For most of our results, we choose game-

based definitions over the Universal Composability (UC) framework because UC

is a very nice theoretical methodology which is best suited for confined systems
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whose ideal functionalities may still have a clean description, which is certainly

not the case in the context of cryptocurrencies.

1.3.1 Scope of the study

Within the course of this study, we do not intend to consider the particulars of the

underlying communication network or the consensus mechanism as they may be

unique to each scheme. Instead, we focus on the functionality which enables us to

define a universal framework irrespective of the implementation-specific elements

as intended. However, the communication layer might independently affect the

achievable level of anonymity in a particular system, in which case it needs to

be addressed separately. We propose some possible workarounds in this regard

while reflecting upon the viability of the findings of this work.

1.4 Thesis outline

In this chapter, we presented a synopsis of our research study, while emphasising

the motivation behind this work and the significance of resulting research

outcomes. To that effect, the chapter unfolds the background to our research

problem, leading to the objectives and the methodology. Subsequent chapters of

this thesis are organised in the following manner.

Chapter 2: Literature review and background

This chapter summarises the literature relevant to this study and establishes the

preliminaries required for the research. In this respect, related literature are

presented under theoretical background of anonymity, anonymity considerations

of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, and survey studies on anonymity,

while highlighting the research gaps and drawing comparisons to our work.
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Additionally, we describe other preliminaries required for this study including

the notations used.

Chapter 3: An abstract cryptocurrency scheme

Chapter 3 sets forth the foundation of this study by presenting the fundamentals

underlying the framework for a generic cryptocurrency scheme. This includes a

formal definition for a cryptocurrency scheme, depicting the typical functionality

in terms of a set of operational algorithms. Further, the functional correctness

requirements of the scheme are also established in this chapter. The chapter

also outlines a comprehensive adversarial model in relation to the security

requirements of honest functionality of the scheme.

Chapter 4: Anonymity framework

This chapter presents the proposed anonymity framework and resulting

anonymity notions. In this connection, a a conceptual experiment is formulated

based on the adversarial model developed in the previous chapter. In addition,

formal definitions are provided in relation to the anonymity notions corresponding

to some chosen attacker scenarios. Further insights are provided into the

anonymity definitions and their interdependencies through a set of theorems and

corresponding proofs.

Chapter 5: Analysis of anonymity: Case studies

The applicability of the proposed framework is demonstrated in this chapter

through a set of case studies. Accordingly, this chapter provides a detailed

analysis of anonymity achieved by several existing cryptocurrency schemes

including Bitcoin versus Zcash, Monero and Mimblewimble which have become

popular for their claims for improved anonymity. A fictitious Trusted Third Party

scheme is also studied as a benchmark reference. Additionally, comparisons are

drawn wherever appropriate among the schemes.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

This chapter recaps the research outcomes of this study presented in preceding

chapters and while emphasising the significance of this work in relation to the

systematisation of anonymity considerations of fully decentralised systems in

general. To that effect, strengths and limitations of the proposed framework are

discussed and recommendations for improvements and future research directions

are also identified.



Chapter 2

Literature Review and

Background

This chapter establishes the groundwork for our research study. We start by

providing an overview of existing theoretical representations of anonymity. Next,

we discuss the privacy considerations of cryptocurrencies with an emphasis on

Bitcoin, followed by other currency schemes that claim to possess stronger privacy

guarantees. Our focus here is to analyse the theoretical foundations used for

modelling such anonymity characteristics in cryptocurrencies.

In addition, this chapter also includes other background information including the

preliminaries of relevant constructs. To that effect, we present brief descriptions

of Game-Based and Universal Composability (UC) framework based security

modelling.
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2.1 Theoretical representations of anonymity

The notions of privacy and anonymity have been discussed widely in the literature

for several decades, mostly with respect to information systems and data

communication. While these concepts can be interpreted differently in various

contexts, we can distinguish between the two informally as follows. Privacy

technically refers to hiding the contents associated with a given outcome, whereas

anonymity is linked with identities and thus refers to the hiding of identities of

entities involved in an outcome. Although it is difficult to separate the two

in a precise manner, both concepts complement each other in many contexts.

For example, preserving privacy is important when storing privacy-concerned

information such as health data. It is equally important to preserve anonymity

of participants when communication takes place over a shared medium (e.g.

anonymous donations). Hence, many theoretical frameworks have been developed

to model privacy and anonymity in these contexts. In this section, we briefly

discuss several frameworks which have been used for this purpose in information

systems and anonymous communication.

2.1.1 k -Anonymity

k-Anonymity can be regarded as one of the first notions proposed in the literature,

which has been modelled around the idea that the ambiguity of identifiability of

an item is greater as the number of possible candidates becomes higher [89]. From

a high-level perspective, an item in a set of k items within a system is said to be

k-anonymous if that item cannot be differentiated from the remaining k−1 items

in that set (aka anonymity set). One of the most natural uses of this notion of k-

anonymity is in relation with the cryptographic construct of ring signature, where

the actual signer is anonymous among the participants of the ring. Sweeney et

al. [89] further presented a formal mathematical model to define k-anonymity

in the context of information hiding/minimising. For this purpose, an identifier
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(termed as a quasi-identifier) has been defined as a subset of attributes of a data

item, which can uniquely identify a particular data item when combined together.

Then the formal definition of k-anonymity follows such that, given a set of data

records, the set is said to be k-anonymous only if all available combinations of

values of the quasi-identifier set appears at least k times in the given data set.

The theory of k-anonymity has been studied substantially in subsequent

literature, and several improvements have been made [62, 92]. There are other

studies which propose extensions to overcome the issues of the effectiveness of this

model in the presence of an adversary with background knowledge and also when

there is only a minute difference between sensitive attributes. For example, l-

diversity proposed in [52], requires that sensitive attributes have at least l distinct

values so that the said issues of k-anonymity can be overcome. Another study

proposes the notion of t-closeness, where the distribution of a sensitive attribute

in any indistinguishable set and the distribution of the overall data set should

have a distance threshold of t [48]. Both these notions are used extensively in

the context of anonymous data disclosure, specifically in data mining to provide

a precise notion of anonymity [76, 83].

The concept of k-anonymity has also been referenced in modelling anonymity in

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [44, 71]. In [71] for example, the anonymity set

consists of the number of active entities in the Bitcoin network at a given time

or within a short time interval around the given time instance, thus providing a

quantitative measure of anonymity.

2.1.2 A modal logic approach

Tsukada et al. [90] presented a framework for privacy related to information hiding

and disclosure, using a modal logic approach. The authors claim that there is

a logical structure underlying privacy and anonymity properties. The taxonomy
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in that work is developed around four properties namely; privacy, anonymity,

‘onymity’ and identity. In the simplest form, anonymity refers to the hiding of

the doer of a particular action whereas privacy refers to the hiding of what that

particular action was. On the other hand, onymity refers to the disclosure of the

doer of a particular action while identity discloses what the action was.

2.1.3 Anonymity terminology

Several studies have been undertaken to formalise different terminologies related

to privacy and anonymity. Pfitzmann et al. [72] proposed a terminology that

consists of attributes such as anonymity, unlinkability, undetectability and

unobservability, with respect to a set of subjects and objects, which correspond

to senders, recipients and messages in a communication network. These terms

are defined as follows:

i. Anonymity - Defined with respect to a subject where that subject cannot

be identified by an attacker (external to the specific environment) among a

set of subjects. The set of subjects are termed as the anonymity set.

ii. Unlinkability - An attacker cannot distinguish whether two or more subjects

in a given set are related.

iii. Undetectability - Inability of identifying the existence itself of an item (a

subject or an object).

iv. Unobservability - Undetectability of a particular event with respect to all

subjects that are not involved in the said event and anonymity with respect

to those subjects that are involved in the same event.

Furthermore, these properties are then drilled down further to address senders

and recipients separately, e.g. sender anonymity and recipient anonymity etc.

This analysis helps identify the relationships among above terms while deducing

weaker properties.
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2.1.4 Hierarchical frameworks

Bohli et al. [15] attempted to categorise various anonymity definitions in a

hierarchical manner and proposed a formal framework for anonymity notions

giving consideration to application specific characteristics. Their work presents

a privacy model in terms of a set of participants, set of elements (comparable

to messages), a usage frequency set indicating how many elements correspond

to each participant and a set denoting relationships between elements and

corresponding participants. Anonymity notions defined in this model are given

below:

i. Strong anonymity - Adversary learns nothing about how elements and

participants are linked.

ii. Strong unlinkability with participation hiding - Adversary learns nothing

about how elements and participants are linked, except the number of

participants.

iii. Strong unlinkability with usage hiding - Adversary knows only about the

set of participants.

iv. Weak unlinkability with participation hiding - Adversary knows only about

the size of the set of participants and the size of the relationship set.

v. Weak unlinkability with usage hiding - Adversary learns nothing about the

frequency set and the relationship set except their sizes.

vi. Weak unlinkability - Adversary knows nothing other than the usage

frequency set.

vii. Pseudonymity - Adversary knows only the relationship set.

viii. Anonymity - Adversary learns only the set of participants and the set of

messages, but not the links between the two sets.

ix. Weak anonymity - Similar to anonymity but adversary learns how many

participants corresponds to how many messages.
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Those authors analyse the above notions further and present a hierarchical

relationship among them, which helps to identify their dependencies. This

framework can be used to construct application specific anonymity notions to

model anonymity effectively [15].

2.1.5 Indistinguishability based anonymity notions

Many studies in relation to anonymity are centered around anonymous

communication. One such notable framework is presented in [38], which

constructs a set of anonymity definitions based around the idea of

indistinguishability. These notions are closely analogous to those defined in [72],

yet present additional notions in terms of unlinkability, which represents rather

weak anonymity characteristics. These definitions consist of the following, and

are constructed based on the number and values of messages sent and received

by the parties in a system.

i. Sender unlinkability - Hides any relationship between senders and recipients

other than what can be determined on total messages sent and special values

received.

ii. Receiver unlinkability - Hides any relationship between senders and

recipients other than what can be determined on special values sent and

total messages received.

iii. Unlinkability - Hides any relationship between senders and recipients based

on special values sent and received

iv. Sender anonymity - Hides the number of messages and values sent.

v. Receiver anonymity - Hides the number of messages and values received.

vi. Strong sender anonymity - Stronger than sender anonymity, allows leakage

of information on the amount of traffic per receiver at maximum.

vii. Strong receiver anonymity - Stronger than sender anonymity, allows leakage

of information on the amount of traffic per sender at maximum.
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viii. Sender-Receiver anonymity - Combines above two.

ix. Unobservability - Hides the total number of messages sent/received.

Further, their work also discusses relationships among these notions where it is

proven that sender anonymity implies sender unlinkability and the same holds for

recipient anonymity. In addition, unobservability is the strongest in the sense that

it implies all other anonymity notions. The authors have successfully evaluated

several anonymous communication protocols using this framework, with provably

secure claims for different aspects of anonymity.

2.1.6 AnoA framework for analysing anonymous

communication protocols

Another comprehensive theoretical framework for analysing anonymous

communication is the AnoA framework presented by Backes et al. [10], which

aims to analyse anonymity aspects in a standardised form. This representation

is based on a generalisation of the notion of differential privacy, which means

that an attacker is unable to gain non negligible amount of information about

an individual data record in a collection of data, despite having background

knowledge of some aggregated information on the data set [101]. To that effect,

this work formalises several anonymity properties based on indistinguishability

coupled with an additive factor and a multiplicative factor representing the

winning probability of the adversary and the impact. i.e.

i. Sender anonymity - Hides the sender.

ii. Recipient anonymity - Hides the recipient.

iii. Sender unlinkability - Inability to ensure whether any two given actions

were done by the same user.

iv. Relationship anonymity - Hides the sender and recipient such that it is not

possible to identify both the sender and the recipient simultaneously.
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A noteworthy strength in this work compared to previous studies is that the above

definitions are capable of modelling in simulation based composability frameworks

such as the UC framework. The analysis of The onion routing (Tor) network

demonstrates how this framework can quantify the extent of anonymity perceived

by an anonymous communication channel.

2.1.7 Provably secure anonymity

Gelernter et al. [33] presented a rigorous model for anonymity in anonymous

communication, based on indistinguishability definitions developed in [38].

Further, they claim that the anonymity notions proposed by them are stronger

against a wide range of adversary capabilities as opposed to limited capabilities

considered in similar work done previously.

Moreover, these notions are presented in the form of relations with respect

to different attacker scenarios such as eavesdroppers, malicious peers and

destinations. The achievable level of anonymity is proven under each relation

through several exhaustive experiments. This study further provides a definition

for ultimate anonymity in terms of computational anonymity for sender

anonymity and unobservability, and claims that ultimate anonymity leads to

inefficiency [33].

2.1.8 Summary

The above studies demonstrate the complexity of the theoretical foundations

of anonymity, indicating the multifaceted nature of anonymity. Further,

many provide formal definitions for those aspects, thereby facilitating effective

comparison between different systems. However, their intentions are directed

towards specific application classes such as anonymous data disclosure and

anonymous communication. In our study, we focus on constructing a similar
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framework for distributed systems such as cryptocurrencies and we look at the

current approaches towards this in the following section.

2.2 Anonymity aspects of cryptocurrencies

As pointed out at the outset, improved anonymity guarantees perceived by

cryptocurrencies, have undoubtedly contributed towards their increased usage.

Most cryptocurrency implementations deploy a decentralised architecture to

eliminate the need for a trusted third party for transaction verification etc.

and they use public ledger technologies instead to achieve such functionality.

In addition, various cryptographic techniques are used to improve anonymity

characteristics. In this respect, a practically achievable level of anonymity is

a deciding factor for the adoption of a particular currency scheme by users.

Nevertheless, measuring the level of anonymity achieved by a given scheme is

not a straightforward task, even from a theoretical perspective.

With that background, we initiate our investigation into exploring anonymity

aspects of cryptocurrencies, by providing a brief overview of the Bitcoin

framework and its anonymity considerations. Thereafter, we study several

solutions that have been introduced to improve the anonymity of Bitcoin and

so-called Altcoins, while trying to capture different methodologies and theoretical

frameworks used to model anonymity achieved by these constructions.

2.2.1 Overview of the Bitcoin Framework

Bitcoin is a decentralised cryptocurrency scheme based on a paradigm first

proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto [67]. This system relies on an append-only public

ledger, instantiated in the form of a ”blockchain”. Every Bitcoin transaction is

stored on the blockchain publicly and this helps prevent spending the same funds
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(coins) more than once (also known as double spending). Due to the Bitcoin

architecture, no central authority is required to manage the transactions and

hence the system functions as a decentralised scheme. The base currency unit is

termed as Bitcoin whereas the smallest currency unit is known as a Satoshi.

In the Bitcoin system, a user should possess a Bitcoin address in order to be

able to receive funds. Users maintain Bitcoin Wallets for this purpose, and

these wallets are identified by Bitcoin addresses, instead of users’ real identities.

Transactions take place between these addresses using cryptographic keys and

signatures, without revealing the identities.

The Bitcoin network is a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) broadcast network, where nodes are

connected with each other without a central server. All peer nodes in the network

share the blockchain. The blockchain is a database structure that consists of a

chain of blocks containing transactions and each block is linked to the previous

block via its hash. Cryptographic techniques are used to structure the blockchain

in a manner such that the order of blocks is preserved and transactions cannot

be reversed.

Transactions are created and broadcast to the Bitcoin network, and participating

nodes verify them based on the current status of the blockchain. These nodes can

add the new transactions broadcast on the network to the existing blockchain by

generating a new block. New blocks are constructed by the participant nodes,

based on a Proof-of-Work (PoW) system. In a PoW system, participants use

their computer processing power and time to produce a target piece of data,

which is generally deemed difficult to generate, and this data is used by the other

participants in the system to verify the scrutiny of the new data structure [67].

The process of generation of a new block in this manner is termed as mining and

the nodes involved in mining are known as miners.
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New coins are minted during the block generation process, which are assigned

to respective miners as rewards based on the underlying implementation. In

addition, transactions can also include transaction fees which act as an incentive

for miners to include those transactions in a block. Miners add the new block to

the current blockchain and broadcast the new chain to all nodes on the network.

Participant nodes accept the longest chain of blocks as the valid blockchain at

any given instance. The difficulty of block generation is automatically adjusted

based on the total computational power of the miners on the network [12, 44, 77].

2.2.2 Bitcoin privacy

The privacy of Bitcoin users and transaction data has been widely spoken about

in both academia and in the industry, showing that Bitcoin transactions are not

anonymous. It is claimed that Bitcoin transactions are pseudonymous rather than

being anonymous since Bitcoin users are represented by public keys instead of

their real identities [7, 36, 44, 57, 63, 77]. Many research studies have proved that

Bitcoin transactions can ultimately be linked to real world identities and hence

are not even as pseudonymous as was claimed at the outset [7, 35, 36, 44, 63, 77].

The majority of these studies are based on experimental analyses that therefore

provide emprirical, quantitative evidence for lack of acceptable level of anonymity

in Bitcoin. We summarise some relevant studies below.

Ober et al. [71] analysed the dynamics of the Bitcoin transaction graph and

claimed that the usage of multiple public addresses concurrently could pose a

threat to the anonymity of the Bitcoin system. In a separate study, Reid et al.

[77] constructed two networks; a transaction network and a user network, based

on the data extracted from public Bitcoin data and showed that it is possible

to gather details about Bitcoin users including their behaviour patterns from

publicly available data.
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Moreover, Androulaki et al. [7] presented an adversarial model to quantify

privacy in the Bitcoin framework in terms of unlinkability of activities and

indistinguishability of user profiles. Based on these metrics on the actual Bitcoin

network, it has been shown that addresses corresponding to Bitcoin transactions

can be extracted from the information that is publicly available on the blockchain

and hence Bitcoin does not satisfy the property of unlinkability.

Meiklejohn et al. [57] also claimed that it is impossible to achieve unlinkability in

the Bitcoin framework since two different Bitcoins can be easily distinguishable,

which is also a violation of the property of fungibility [13]. Hence, it is argued

that anonymity can only be considered with respect to the ownership of Bitcoins

rather than the coins themselves [12].

Although the majority of above deanonymisation efforts are linked to the

application layer, network level deanonymisation is also possible in the Bitcoin

network. A recent study in [8] demonstrates such attacks and shows the same

are harder to mitigate than the application level attacks.

From these studies, it is apparent that Bitcoin anonymity is compromised as

addresses and transactions are linkable by the construction itself. As Bitcoin

receives much criticism to that effect, many improvements to Bitcoin have

been developed and new currency schemes have emerged with more promising

anonymity expectations, which has led to the need for more concrete formalization

of anonymity concepts.

2.2.3 Mixing protocols

The simplest solution for the anonymity problem is to mix coins or transactions of

multiple users thereby making it difficult to establish a direct link between users

and corresponding coins or transactions. Many early solutions were focused on
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using intermediary mixing services such as BitLaundry, MixCoin and Bitcoin

tumblers to achieve anonymity [63]. They are not fully decentralised as the

Bitcoin network and they depend on centralised third parties to achieve the

mixing, often by charging a fee. If the coins involved in a mix are of similar

values, then it makes it somewhat harder to link the coins to respective users,

although that alone is not sufficient to hide the link unless new addresses are

used [44]. In addition, the level of anonymity also increases with the number of

users and transactions involved in the mix, which is the anonymity set. Hence,

mixing solutions in general possess a slightly higher level of unlinkability, recipient

anonymity and untraceability when compared to Bitcoin [63]. However, users

have to trust the central mixing party not to retain any trace of their coins and

also to return their coins after mixing [51]. Dependency on a centralised system is

also a negative aspect as it could lead to a single-point of failure, to which many

solutions have been proposed such as the fair exchange protocol proposed by [12].

Further, decentralised mixing approaches have been proposed and implemented

recently as improvements to Bitcoin as well as Altcoins, while addressing these

issues [44].

The CoinJoin Protocol is a widely accepted implementation that has been

proposed to overcome the anonymity issue of Bitcoin and has led to several other

anonymous protocols. In this protocol, a client-side application forms a single

transaction by combining multiple inputs and outputs from multiple users, which

is signed by those users and then sent to the network [56, 96]. In this setup,

there is no involvement of a third party and thus it eliminates the need to trust a

third party which is a drawback in many mixing protocols. However, if arbitrary

amounts are involved, it requires additional pre-processing of the coins, which may

introduce further overheads with respect to time and charges [56]. In addition,

the availability of users who are willing to combine their coins/transactions at a

given time may affect the achievable level of anonymity.
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Dash is a cryptocurrency that has been built with a privacy-focus, and has been

implemented based on the CoinJoin protocol. Dash uses a secondary network of

full nodes on the Bitcoin network to mix transactions without using a centralised

third party [26]. Known as the Dash Masternode Network, this network acts

as a trust-less implementation to provide the required privacy in mixing. Dash

uses a PrivateSend function which extends from the initial CoinJoin protocol and

improves on decentralisation and denominations [26]. However, Dash still has

some limitations such as requiring at least 3 participants to initiate a PrivateSend

transaction and facilitating only common denominations. Further, it is still a

centralised system to some extent due to its dependency on the Masternode

network, and given enough time, transactions can be linked to respective users.

Research of Maurer et al. [56] claimed that initial CoinJoin transactions having

common denominations can be linked to pseudonyms and thus proposed a

solution to improve the unlinkability of CoinJoin transactions. Their study

examined how knapsack mixing can be implemented to split outputs and how

it could be combined with an input shuffling algorithm to reduce the linkability,

while allowing different values of coins to be mixed together. Their evaluation

results showed an increase in the difficulty of linking transactions in the new

framework compared to the original CoinJoin transactions.

CoinShuffle is a decentralised Bitcoin mixing protocol that uses the Dissent

(Dining-cryptographers Shuffled-Send Network) Protocol to achieve accountable

group anonymity [80]. The Dissent protocol provides anonymous message

transmission with shuffling that is consistent with the current Bitcoin framework

and does not require a third party to do the mixing. Selij [84] simulated

CoinShuffle transactions on a test Bitcoin network and analysed the linkability of

those transactions. According to the results of this study, those transactions were

identifiable among other transactions when the number of participants is small.
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An improved solution, CoinShuffle++, was proposed by Ruffing et al. to facilitate

unlinkable transactions [81]. It is built on CoinJoin and the DiceMix P2P mixing

protocol and achieves faster transaction times compared to CoinShuffle. The

DiceMix protocol allows the broadcast of messages sent by a group of users

anonymously in a decentralised manner [81]. However, the protocol assumes the

existence of at least two honest users within the group to achieve an acceptable

level of anonymity.

CoinParty is an improved mixing service which uses decryption mixnets together

with threshold signatures to achieve strong anonymity measures [102]. Decryption

mixnets consist of a set of mixing nodes, which mix the inputs that are passed

through them and provide required encryption and decryption [44]. Threshold

signatures enable claiming funds upon agreement of a majority of mixing nodes.

In this construction, mixing happens in a distributed manner, thereby eliminating

the problems associated with traditional mixing schemes. Further, CoinParty is

considered as one of the first mixing protocols to achieve plausible deniability

[102]. This construction also assumes the existence of at least two honest mixing

nodes to establish the unlinkability of transactions. In addition, it takes longer to

complete the mixing and to process the transaction, in comparison to the closest

implementation, CoinShuffle.

ValueShuffle is a another protocol which has been developed as an extension to

CoinShuffle++ protocol with an aim to overcome the problems of early approaches

such as difficulties in integrating to the existing Bitcoin framework [79]. The

ValueShuffle specification has been constructed from the CoinJoin protocol

to achieve sender anonymity through decentralised coin mixing. Confidential

Transactions are integrated in the protocol to hide the transaction values. Sender

anonymity has been realised through the use of stealth addresses. Further, it is

compatible with the Bitcoin architecture and is claimed to achieve a high level
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of anonymity when integrated with Bitcoin [79]. ValueShuffle transactions have

lower transaction sizes compared to other solutions and therefore improves on the

efficiency with respect to space and time. In addition, these transactions incur

comparatively lower fees among other protocols based on CoinJoin [79]. However,

it may still be possible to link input addresses to IP addresses at the network level

unless an anonymous payment network is used.

Liu et al. [51] proposed an unlinkable coin mixing scheme which provides

unlinkability without a trusted third party. This mixing scheme uses ring

signatures with Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) to achieve

anonymity and it can be integrated to the existing Bitcoin framework. ECDSA is

the algorithm used to generate and verify signatures in the Bitcoin network. This

algorithm generates shorter key lengths and ring signatures provide anonymity of

the sender. A mixing server is used to construct mixing transactions. Although

this scheme achieves anonymity and scalability, the reliance on a central server

degrades the decentralised implementation of cryptocurrencies. ShareLock

mixing scheme provides a similar mixing solution which makes use of multi-

party ECDSA and claims that it ensures anonymity against outsiders, senders

and recipients [85].

Wang et al. [93] proposed the concept of a secure escrow address to mix Bitcoin

transactions without a trusted third party in a decentralised environment. In this

scheme, participants use a temporary escrow address generated through a secure

distributed key generation process and they transfer some Bitcoins to this address.

Then each participant creates a set of output addresses of all participants which

are then shuffled to form a list of output addresses. Bitcoins are then transferred

from the escrow address to the list of output addresses. Moreover, this scheme

also achieves strong deniability. However, malicious participants could have an

impact on the system.
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Chator et al. [21] proposed a technique to improve the efficiency over mixing

protocols through an enhanced means of sampling obfuscating transactions.

This solution proposes a recoverable sampling scheme constructed based on

programmable hash functions and it is claimed that it can be integrated to many

existing cryptocurrency implementations. Such strategies can be used to leverage

anonymity properties of existing mixing protocols.

CoinMingle is a recent development which has been proposed based on the

CoinJoin protocol as a decentralised mixing scheme [97]. It is claimed that

this construction utilises the advantage of several privacy-preserving techniques

used by other existing cryptocurrency implementations. This work is developed

using ring signatures and stealth addresses on top of the CoinJoin protocol in

order to maximise the benefits of both mixing and cryptographic techniques.

In addition, a mutual recognition delegation mechanism is used by the users to

delegate messages to others.

The above solutions represent only a subgroup of existing mixing solutions and the

very existence of such a large number suggests the compelling need for improved

anonymity and privacy in cryptocurrencies. This is further supported by the

emergence of Altcoins, which claim improved anonymity, as discussed in the

following section.

2.2.4 Altcoin solutions

As previously mentioned, mixing protocols have inherent limitations that degrade

the achievable level of anonymity. In addition, the involvement of malicious mixes

could also significantly affect the anonymity of transactions. Hence, research

on anonymity has diverted towards alternative solutions and many Altcoin

implementations have emerged as a result.
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Zerocoin relies on cryptographic methods to achieve anonymity while

eliminating most of the problems faced by mixing protocols. It is regarded

as one of the first anonymous electronic cash systems [6, 59]. The Zerocoin

protocol uses one-way accumulators for storing values and zero-knowledge proofs

for spending coins while breaking the link between transactions [59, 63]. Using

one-way accumulators, participants can combine a set of values to generate a

single block of data with a constant size and prove that a specific data value

exists in this block [59]. A zero-knowledge proof allows a user in a system to prove

the existence of some specific information without revealing that information to

other users in the system. The Zerocoin implementation improves anonymity

considerably in comparison with mixing methods. However, it does not hide

transaction values and uses only fixed coin values [6, 82]. In addition, the size of

transactions increases due to the cryptographic content that needs to be stored,

and therefore transaction processing takes longer than mixing protocols. Further,

it requires modifications to the existing Bitcoin architecture to be able to realise

its practical implementation [59].

ZeroCash provides improvements to the original Zerocoin e-cash system

with enhanced assurance of anonymity. This scheme uses zero-knowledge

Succinct Non-interactive Arguments of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) for verification

of transactions and Decentralised Anonymous Payment (DAP) schemes, which

enables users to pay directly to each other privately [82]. Using zk-SNARKs,

not only can one prove the existence of some specific information, but it is

also possible to prove the possession of that information, without revealing it

or without interacting with the verifiers. Further, DAP transactions conceal the

sender, recipient and also the values of transactions, as opposed to Zerocoin.

Moreover, transaction sizes are also smaller compared to Zerocoin (however,

they are still much larger than that of Bitcoin), which makes it more efficient

than Zerocoin [82]. It also allows transactions of variable amounts. Despite
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the benefits over Zerocoin, the ZeroCash protocol does not hide IP addresses

of end users. In order to achieve this anonymity, an anonymity network such as

Tor, which facilitates anonymous transmission of data among users via tunnelling

through a large network of distributed nodes, should be used [82]. Considering

these facts, Zerocash can be regarded as having a moderate resistance against

deanonymisation compared to Bitcoin. Moreover, ZeroCash is not compatible

with the existing Bitcoin network and performance of the payment scheme is still

affected by the heavy cryptographic computation involved.

Zcash is a virtual currency that was implemented recently based on the ZeroCash

framework. This scheme uses a shielded payment scheme with zk-SNARKs to

provide an anonymous, decentralised currency system [39]. Transaction values in

Zcash can be either shielded or transparent, and it works similar to Bitcoin in the

latter case. In comparison with ZeroCash, Zcash uses only the original Bitcoin

transaction type with additional operations to handle shielded transactions.

Although shielded transactions provide better anonymity, it is claimed that Zcash

transactions are still linkable to some extent as it supports both transparent and

shielded transactions at the same time [75]. Although Zcash possesses a higher

level of anonymity than Zerocash with respect to confidentiality and the size of

anonymity set, both Zcash and Zerocash seem to have similar level of resistance

to deanonymisation since the majority of Zcash transactions are transparent

(unshielded) at present. The study by Zhang et al. [98] supports this claim

by proposing improved means for deanonymisation of Zcash transactions based

on address clustering.

The CryptoNote protocol was developed by Saberhagen [91] with an aim to

address the weaknesses of Bitcoin, mainly the inflexibility of the system which

resists the addition of new features to the Bitcoin framework. This protocol

achieves both untraceability and unlinkability through the use of one-time
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linkable ring signatures with non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. Linkable

ring signatures allow a user in a group of users (a ring of users) to sign a message

on behalf of the group, without revealing the identity of the signer [49]. Hence,

every user in that group is equally likely to be the signer for an outsider. This

protocol also can be regarded as a form of non-interactive mixing [60]. Instead

of one public key, the set of public keys belonging to all the users in the group is

used to verify the signature by an external party. Several cryptocurrencies such

as ByteCoin, DigitalNote, DarknetCoin and Aeon have been developed based

on the CryptoNote architecture [44]. In spite of the claims for unlinkability,

Noether [68] mentions that CryptoNote transactions may still be linkable as

proven through some targeted attacks. Further, transaction values are not hidden

and the transactions are larger in size compared to Bitcoin due to the size of

cryptographic keys used. Therefore, Cryptonote can be considered as having

similar levels of resistance to deanonymisation as Zcash.

Monero is an Altcoin with strong anonymity features. It was initially built on

the CryptoNote protocol [68]. The anonymity of Monero has been strengthened

continuously since its inception and the current framework uses linkable ring

signatures to hide the senders. This provides a way of mixing Monero coins with

garbage coins named “mixins” [60]. Further, Ring Confidential Transactions

(Ring CT) are used to hide transaction values which was not possible with

CryptoNote [44, 70]. Confidential Transactions (CTs) provide a means of hiding

transaction amounts while still allowing the transaction verification by other

participants whereas Ring CT incorporates CTs with linkable ring signatures

to improve on the original CryptoNote protocol [69]. This introduces a minor

overhead in terms of block size in comparison to CryptoNote. In addition,

unique one-time addresses (i.e. stealth addresses) are used to hide the recipient.

However, it may still be possible to link the stealth addresses to network level IP

addresses, which might affect the level of anonymity.
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Although Monero is claimed to be one of the most anonymous cryptocurrencies,

recent studies have proved that transactions can be de-anonymised [46, 60]. Miller

et al. [60] showed that Monero transactions can be linkable due to the mixin

sampling strategy used. In a separate study, Kumar et al. [46] developed three

attack scenarios and proved that Monero’s untraceability feature can be breached.

Thus, the resistance of Monero against deanonymisation can be regarded as

similar to Zcash.

Mimblewimble is an alternative cryptocurrency protocol which proposes a novel

idea to achieve privacy through the aggregation of confidential transactions,

without storing individual transaction data. It is the protocol at the core of

the implementations Grin and Beam [42, 74]. Although the protocol provides

better scalability, unlinkability cannot be assured among the participants who

undertake the aggregation [79].

Together with the growth of cryptocurrencies, Payment channel networks

(PCNs) have been introduced to address scalability issues related to blockchain

technology. Some claim that these do not provide acceptable levels of privacy

[27, 53]. Hence, several PCN solutions have emerged aiming to preserve privacy.

Bolt is one such scheme, which facilitates an anonymous payment channel which

could be used by existing anonymous cryptocurrencies. Blind Off-chain Light-

weight Transactions (Bolt) provide a basis for defining payment channels that

ensure the anonymity of transactions in decentralised cryptocurrencies while

storing a part of the transaction data outside the blockchain [34]. However,

it is claimed that Bolt provides relationship anonymity (i.e. a sender cannot be

linked to corresponding recipient/s) only in the presence of a single node between

the participants [27]. Malavolta et al. [53] proposes the use of anonymous multi-

hop locks in the design of PCNs to preserve privacy. Multi-hop locks ensure that

transactions are updated atomically along a payment path through the channel.
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Erdin et al. [27] claim that this approach does not provide sender anonymity

although relationship anonymity can still be preserved.

Another aspect of de-anonymisation of cryptocurrency transactions is the

linkability to metadata such as IP addresses and real world identities using

network and off-network data [9, 99]. The solution proposed by Fanti et al. [29]

aims to strengthen the protection of the existing Bitcoin network against these

de-anonymisation attacks. They proposed a network protocol, Dandelion++, a

modified construction of a previously proposed protocol Dandelion [16], through

the use of randomised routing algorithms and graph topologies, which however is

still susceptible to routing attacks originating at the Internet Service Providers

(ISPs).

Blockchain technology is now being used as a platform for many applications

other than cryptocurrencies. Ethereum, is one such platform having an account-

based system. The scheme deploys smart contracts and facilitates Distributed

Applications (DApps) including the cryptocurrency Ether [22, 30]. Smart

contracts are executable programs that are accessible via a particular account.

In addition, there are accounts corresponding to users and each account is

associated with a balance. A user can invoke a smart contract by creating a

transaction with the address of the contract as the recipient [30]. Due to the

account-based structure, Ethereum exhibits a weaker level of pseudonymity than

Bitcoin [18, 23, 100]. As pointed out by [18], account reuse leads to successful

deanonymisation attempts through user profiling despite the introduction of

new privacy features such as coin mixers. Another study demonstrates how to

compromise pseudonymity in smart contracts through the use of stylometry [50].
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2.2.5 Anonymity landscape of cryptocurrencies

As it is evident from the above, numerous solutions have emerged in the race to

construct anonymous cryptocurrencies. As a result, there is a pressing need for a

reliable means of evaluating and comparing privacy and anonymity considerations

of these alternatives. Unsurprisingly, many have attempted to provide reasonable

grounds for such comparisons through diverse means. We now explore the

outcomes of several similar attempts.

Khalilov et al. [44] conducted a survey into comparing anonymity features of

a wide range of existing cryptocurrencies in a comprehensive manner. They

attempted to group the underlying constructions of these schemes around three

aspects of anonymity: untraceability, hidden values, and hidden IP addresses.

However, the study does not formally define these aspects. A similar study was

carried out by Conti et al. [24], which discusses the privacy aspects of Bitcoin

and other cryptocurrencies as a comparison of advantages and disadvantages

in terms of privacy and anonymity with respect to unlinkability, untraceability,

deniability, and fungibility, yet without providing formal definitions. Further, the

work in [3] presented a survey of several cryptocurrencies with respect to a set of

qualitative anonymity properties such as fungibility, unlinkability, untraceability,

hidden values, and unlinkability of IP addresses. Without formally defining those

properties, they used them to compare cryptocurrencies over multiple dimensions.

In another survey paper, Alsalami et al. [2] presented a systematic grouping of

a chosen set of cryptocurrencies in terms of four privacy tiers: pseudonymity,

set anonymity, full anonymity, and confidential transactions, based on two

characteristics: the ability to break links between transactions and hiding user

identities. However, this categorisation also, similar to the work in [44], provides

a very high level picture of the anonymity levels based on the techniques used by

the schemes.
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Herskind et al. [37] in their study into the privacy of cryptocurrencies, provides

a systematic literature review similar to [44] by analysing existing literature on

anonymity and privacy aspects of electronic cash, mainly based on experimental

analyses. Their findings provide categorisations in terms of the deanonymisation

techniques, in addition to the grouping by anonymisation methods used by

different currency schemes, yet no formal privacy notions are considered.

In a separate study, Lee [47] explores the extent of anonymity achieved by a

group of chosen cryptocurrency implementations that claim to have improved

anonymity characteristics. Their work focuses on evaluating anonymity with

respect to privacy, Untraceability and Fungibility, but no formalised definitions

are given. According to this grouping, both Monero and Zcash demonstrate very

strong anonymity, while satisfying all three properties.

The work in [61] presents a software architecture model for an anonymous

cryptocurrency in terms of three layers and defines anonymity at the secret-

sharing layer. That study provides a set of anonymity definitions based on [72]

in terms of anonymity, unlinkability and pseudonymity, and proposes four attack

models to capture security vulnerabilities in cryptocurrency schemes. Although

that work provides a set of anonymity definitions based on those four attack

models, our work differs in the sense that we consider an exhaustive adversarial

model at the transaction layer, which is capable of capturing a plethora of different

attacker scenarios. In addition, our work includes a study of interdependencies

of anonymity definitions through a set of formalised theorems.

We summarise the existing work discussed above in Table 2.1, while comparing

the same with our methodology.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of our methodology with similar work

Source/s Basis/Method Type Anonymity notion/s Applicable

cryptocurrencies

[77] Experimental analysis Quantitative No formal notions Bitcoin

[78] Experimental analysis Quantitative No formal notions Bitcoin

[58] Experimental analysis Quantitative No formal notions Bitcoin

[87] Experimental analysis Quantitative No formal notions BitIodine

[7, 65, 71, 96] Quantitative analysis Quantitative Activity unlinkability

and user profile

indistinguishability

Bitcoin

[43, 75] Experimental analysis Quantitative Linkability Zcash

[64, 91, 94, 95] Implementation

techniques

Qualitative Untraceability,

Unlinkability

Cryptonote

[24] Based on distinct

properties

Qualitative Internal/external

unlinkability,

untraceability,

fungibility,

deniability (no

formal definitions)

Bitcoin variants,

CoinJoin,

Cryptonote based

variants

[14] Network analysis Quantitative Anonymity degree Bitcoin, Zcash

[19] A transaction model

based on blockchain

semantics

Qualitative No formal notions Bitcoin, Ethereum

and Hyperledger

Fabric blockchains

[2] Techniques used

for anonymisation

Qualitative Pseudonymity,

Set anonymity,

full anonymity,

confidential transactions

(No formal definitions)

Bitcoin and variants,

Ethereum, Cryptonote

based variants

[3] Based on

existing literature

Qualitative Unlinkability,

fungibility,

untraceability,

hidden values,

unlinkability of IP

addresses (No

formal definitions)

Bitcoin variants,

Cryptonote based

variants

[44] Anonymity/privacy

improvement methods

Qualitative untraceability of

input/output addresses

and transactions,

hidden values,

hidden IP addresses

(No formal definitions)

Bitcoin variants,

CryptoNote based,

Mimblewimble

[37] Based on

existing literature

Qualitative Deanonymisation

techniques

No formal notions

Bitcoin variants,

Cryptonote based

variants

[47] Qualtative analysis Qualitative Privacy,

Untraceability,

Fungibility

(no formal definitions)

Bitcoin, Dash,

Monero, Verge,

PIVX,Zcash

[61] Software architecture

model

Qualitative Anonymity, unlinkability

pseudonymity

Bitcoin, CoinJoin

CoinShuffle, Zerocoin

Zerocash, Cryptonote

Mimblewimble

Our work Anonymity framework

based on a

comprehensive

adversarial model

Qualitative Indistinguishability and

Unlinkability of senders,

recipients,

value and metadata

(formal definitions)

Decentralised

cryptocurrency

schemes
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2.3 Provable security

Cryptographic security has been studied extensively in the literature, aiming to

establish reliable means for modelling security in cryptographic systems. Due

to the complexity of security considerations, it is impossible to achieve perfect

security in any system. Instead, one needs to resort to a satisfactory security level

that can be proven through some manner [45]. Hence, security of these systems

are considered with respect to provable security.

According to [88], provable security can be considered under two main categories:

unconditional and computational security. While the former is defined in terms

of information theoretic primitives representing idealistic security against all

possible adversaries, the latter is developed around certain classes of adversaries,

who are computationally bounded in some sense. Many different methodologies

have been devised to model computational security, and two widely used methods

are game-based and UC-framework based security modelling.

2.3.1 Game-based security

One of the popular methods of modelling cryptographic security is through the use

of conceptual security experiments that are defined in terms of games. Traditional

game-based security modelling involves constructing an experiment around a

single security property where a sequence of activities takes place between an

attacker (possessing certain capabilities as per the security property) and a

challenger [55], which are modelled as polynomial time algorithms. The security

goal is defined by a winning condition associated with each experiment. If the

adversary meets the winning condition, then the adversary wins the game. The

probability of the adversary winning the game is considered as a measure of

the security goal specific to that particular experiment [88]. For a given security

goal, more than one security experiment can be defined with different capabilities
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assigned to the adversary in each experiment. These types of security definitions

are considered for representing computational security as the parties involved in

the game are computationally bounded in some sense, i.e. without unlimited

computational powers.

There are several steps in a typical security experiment. Initially, the challenger

prepares the setup for the game and may or may not receive data as inputs from

the adversary, depending on the modelled scenario. The challenger will almost

always give the public parameters that result from the setup to the adversary.

Then the adversary, after executing some actions, perhaps in multiple rounds

of iteration, gives some outputs to the challenger, who then performs particular

action/s with it. The adversary then gets to see the output of the challenger’s

action and makes a guess as to what the action of the challenger was. The

adversary wins the game if the guess is correct or loses otherwise. We say that

the security goal is achievable if the probability of adversary winning the game

is negligible. The term negligible in this context means that the probability is

either close to zero or close to a target probability which would have been the

case without any capability (or any additional information) on the adversary.

For example, the target probability of an adversary (who does not have access

to any additional information) guessing correctly the challenger’s choice from the

set {0, 1}, would be 1/2.

In some complex cryptographic schemes, security proofs are formulated as a

sequence of games [86]. Generally, those games are defined in such a way that

each game differs slightly from its predecessor. In this case, the goal is to prove

that the probability of adversary winning a certain game is very close to the

winning probability of the subsequent game and eventually the probability of

winning the last game is trivially negligible by construction.
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2.3.2 Universally composable security

Universally composable security modelling, in comparison with the game-based

approach, is capable of providing a model for the overall security of a certain

cryptographic task, even when coupled to another arbitrary system. This

methodology involves defining an ideal process to carry out the task in a secure

manner and if a protocol emulates this ideal process such that no adversary can

tell whether they are interacting with the ideal process or the protocol, then the

protocol is said to securely realise the task [20]. In this setup, the ideal process

consists of an ideal functionality, which acts as a trusted party, which executes

the process in the presence of a simulated adversary in a setting facilitated

by an environment. The environment also interacts with the protocol in the

same manner. The protocol is considered UC-secure if there exists a simulated

adversary such that, no environment can distinguish between interacting with

the ideal functionality or the protocol [20].

Although the UC-framework has been widely used in the analysis of security of

cryptographic protocols, it places all the subtlety of specifying what constitutes

the right notion of ”security” onto the definition of this so-called ”ideal

functionality” which, unlike the much simpler definitions afforded in the game-

based approach, is far from trivial.

2.4 Research gaps

As it is evident from our findings in Section 2.2, anonymity aspects of existing

cryptocurrencies are often evaluated based on experimental analyses, mostly

by demonstrating the possibility of deanonymisation of transactions. Such

studies have resulted in multiple different interpretations of anonymity due

to the diversity of these constructions. Hence, it is not feasible to compare

anonymity across different constructions, thus highlighting the absence of a
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common framework to evaluate anonymity of different cryptocurrencies as a

major research gap in this context.

Moreover, precise and unambiguous notions are key to represent anonymity

attributes of cryptocurrency schemes in a reliable manner due to their complexity.

As summarised in Table 2.1, the notions or properties used to represent anonymity

aspects in existing studies are mainly those borrowed from the theoretical

representations used in other contexts such as we discussed in Section 2.1.

Hence, they do not necessarily facilitate the assessment and comparison of

cryptocurrencies in terms of a common, fine-grained, formal qualitative model of

anonymity, which indicates another research gap, which is the absence of formal

anonymity definitions.

Another noteworthy aspect in this connection is to study the relationships

among anonymity notions and their effect on the achievable extent of anonymity.

This enables one to understand the strengths and weaknesses of these notions

and how anonymity differs in various scenarios. As many existing studies are

isolated evaluations, they do not facilitate such analyses. Hence, the lack of

comprehensive studies into relationships of anonymity notions opens up another

research direction.

In order to address above research gaps in the context of cryptocurrencies, we

propose a common framework, which enables such comparison through formal

anonymity notions. Table 2.1 compares the terminology used to represent

anonymity in above studies with our work. We present the details of the proposed

framework in chapters 3, 4 and 5.



Chapter 3

An Abstract Cryptocurrency

Scheme

This chapter lays the foundation for this research study by introducing the

fundamental building blocks of the proposed framework. We begin this process

by constructing an abstract scheme for a generic cryptocurrency system. To

accomplish this goal, we define the typical functionality in a cryptocurrency

scheme in terms of a set of operations. In addition, we also develop a set

of correctness properties in order to establish the correctness of the scheme in

the presence of honest functionality. Further, we construct a comprehensive

adversarial model to ensure the security requirements relevant to the functionality

of the scheme and compose game-based security definitions to address the same.
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3.1 Introduction

As evident from studies such as [44, 66] which attempt to compare anonymity

aspects of various cryptocurrency schemes, the underlying implementation

methods are highly diverse. Even though they use blockchain technology

as the foundation, cryptographic primitives and communication mechanisms

underpinning their functionality differ significantly between them. As a

consequence, it is infeasible to directly compare different constructions in an

effective and meaningful manner.

A uniform evaluation framework for anonymity requires a common basis that

is applicable for every system. This requires the formulation of a unified

means for representing the functionality of diverse cryptocurrency schemes in a

standardised manner. Hence, we consider a generic cryptocurrency scheme, which

can model the common functionality across any currency scheme irrespective of

the underlying implementations, as the basis for our anonymity framework.

The plausibility of such a new scheme is paramount for its applicability. For

this purpose, the correctness of the functionality needs to be established in an

honest operation. For example, fund balances should be updated correctly after

a transaction takes place, so that money does not appear in the system out of

thin air. Further, there are other considerations in relation to the behaviour of

a system and one such requirement is that the states of the ledger should be a

partial ordering (symbolised by �), so that the most recent qualifying state is

chosen as the next state of the system.

Moreover, the proposed scheme must be functionally secure against adversarial

influences such as spending the same currency units more than once (i.e. double

spending) in establishing the viability of the scheme. Therein, this chapter

establishes the fundamentals of the models used in our research.
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3.2 Our Contributions

Our major contribution in this chapter is the construction of an abstract

cryptocurrency scheme, modelling common functionality demonstrated by fully

decentralised cryptocurrency schemes. In this construction however, we do not

consider the specific details of the communication mechanisms behind these

schemes, which may significantly differ between one another. During this process,

the entities in the scheme are identified and its operations are defined based on

the required functionality.

In order to establish the functional correctness of the scheme, we define a set of

experiments which focuses on the accuracy of individual operations of the scheme,

as well as expected honest functionality.

Another vital contribution in this chapter is the formulation of a comprehensive

adversarial model in relation to the security aspects of the proposed scheme. This

model captures a wide range of attacker scenarios, thereby enabling fine-tuning

of security in fully decentralised systems such as cryptocurrencies. Apart from

facilitating functional security definitions, this model also forms the basis for our

anonymity framework, which is described in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3 Notation

We use the notation given in Table 3.1 in order to represent the entities within

the proposed scheme and the terminology used for correctness and security

definitions.
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Table 3.1: Notation

Description Notation

Security parameter λ : λ ∈ Z+

System state e.g. current state p

A set of states P

p0 is an earlier state in time than p1 or p0 = p1 i.e. p0 is in p1’s
history

p0 � p1

p0 is not in the history of p1 p0 � p1

p0 � p1 ∧ p0 6= p1 p0 ≺ p1

A payment address a

Public key/Private key of a payment address apk, ask
Ordered tuple of one/more addresses (senders/recipients) of
secret keys

S̄, R̄

Ordered tuple of one/more addresses containing only public keys S, R

Number of items in a tuple S |S|
Public and private parts of a transaction tp, ts
Ordered tuples of input and output values of a transaction Vold, Vnew
Metadata for a transaction m

Excess value of a transaction (fees + minted value) Vx
A tuple of addresses of miners Rm
Concatenation of tuples A, B, Set minus operation of tuples A,B A‖B, A \B
Empty set, empty tuple (∅/{}), ()

apk is an element of tuple R / not an element of R apk ∈ R / apk /∈ R
Every element in tuple R

′
is in tuple R R

′ ⊆ R
Return the element in a set with one element H H[0]

Randomly choose an element a from set S with randomness ρ a← {S; ρ}
If [condition] is false after < statement >, then return 1 < statement > [condition]

If 〈 condition 〉 is false after < statement >, then return 0 < statement > 〈condition〉
If a = ⊥ then return c, else return b a?b : c

If a = ⊥ then return b, else return a a? : b

Return X if y, otherwise return 1 Xy

Standard operations on Associative Arrays OperationAA
Set of all possible system states P
Set of all possible addresses (both public and secret parts) A
Set of all possible transactions (both public and secret parts) T
Set of all possible transaction values i.e. Vold, Vnew, Vm V
Set of all possible metadata values i.e. m M
Set of all natural numbers N

3.4 Proposed Currency Scheme

We define a currency scheme in terms of a security parameter λ ∈ Z+ and we

term the initial state of the system, as the genesis state. The system consists
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of a set of payment addresses, representing senders, recipients and miners in the

system, and each address is composed of a private key and a public key (address)

or an identity.

A transaction may take place between multiple senders and recipients, and

consists of a private and a public part. Once a transaction takes place, its

public part is broadcast to the participant network. A minting operation collects

unminted transactions at any given point in time and generates a new state. In

other words, minting is the process of accepting transactions (including operations

such as adding new addresses) into the state. These minting operations are

carried out by participating nodes in the system’s network (i.e. miners) and more

than one candidate state may exist at any given time. New currency units are

generated as a result of the minting process, as per the underlying implementation

of the scheme.

An adjudicate operation selects the rightful new state of the system from a set of

candidate states. A system state p is defined by the implementation and the state

typically records all payment addresses and transactions that are valid in that

instance. In Bitcoin, for example, the blockchain is the state. Every valid state

descends from a valid checkpoint state, which descends from another checkpoint

state or the genesis state. Accordingly, consecutive states of the scheme form a

partial ordering with respect to the internal system specifications.

We now look at the detailed functionality of this generic scheme in the following

section.
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3.4.1 Functionality

We define the functionality of the proposed scheme based on common operations

of a generic cryptocurrency scheme. These functions mainly include operational

and other supporting roles such as validation, which facilitates the exercise of

defining correctness and security. Table 3.2 summarises the structure of these

operations. It should be noted that the symbol ρ here represents the randomness

for functions that require it.

Table 3.2: Functionality of the scheme.

Algorithm Syntax

Init {p0,⊥} ← Initπ(1λ; ρ)

CreateAddress {(apk, ask, tp, ts),⊥} ← CreateAddrπ(p, id; ρ)

ExtractID {id,⊥} ← ExtractIDπ(apk)

IsValidPubAddr {0, 1} ← IsValidPubAddrπ(apk, p)

IsValidSecAddr {0, 1} ← IsValidSecAddrπ(apk, ask, p)

GetBalance {Bal,⊥} ← GetBalanceπ(apk, ask, p)

CreateTxn {(tp, ts),⊥} ← CreateTxnπ(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

IsValidPubTxn {0, 1} ← IsValidPubTxnπ(tp, p)

IsValidSecTxn {0, 1} ← IsValidSecTxnπ(tp, ts, p)

ExtractSenderPubAddr {S,⊥} ← ExtractSenderPubAddrπ(tp, ts, p)

ExtractRecipientPubAddr {R,⊥} ← ExtractRecipientPubAddrπ(tp, ts, p)

ExtractInputVal {Vold,⊥} ← ExtractInputVal(tp, ts, p)

ExtractOutputVal {Vnew,⊥} ← ExtractOutputVal(tp, ts, p)

IsMintable {0, 1} ← IsMintableπ({tp}, p)
Mint {(p′

, Vx),⊥} ← Mintπ({tp}, Rm, p; ρ)

Adjudicate {p, p′} ← Adjudicateπ(P, p) : p
′ ∈ P :

IsValidState {0, 1} ← IsValidStateπ(p, λ)

IsGenesisState {0, 1} ← IsGenesisStateπ(p, λ)

RetrieveCheckpointState {pc,⊥} ← RetrieveCheckpointStateπ(p)

CreateCheckpointState {pc,⊥} ← CreateCheckpointStateπ(p)

AdditionalFunctionality {outputs} ← AdditionalFunctionality(inputs)

The initial setup of the scheme is defined by the Init algorithm in terms of

a security parameter λ and this process generates the genesis state. Payment

address creation process, CreateAddr takes an identity and some randomness,

and generates a public, private key pair (apk, ask) and a transaction, which can

be minted to register the addresses in the state. An exception occurs if creating an
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address does not require a change to the state (based on the scheme as in Bitcoin),

in which case the transaction can be regarded as empty. Public and private

keys can be validated with respect to a given state, p through IsValidPubAddr

and IsValidPubAddr functions. ExtractID function can be used to extract the

identity of a given address.

The CreateTxn function facilitates the creation of a transaction (tp, ts) with

unspent funds from one or more senders (S) having corresponding input values

(Vold) and output values (Vnew) for recipients (R), together with transaction

related metadata (m) such as corresponding IP addresses or other system specific

data. The validity of a transaction can be defined with respect to its public part

as well as both public and private parts taken together, i.e. IsValidPubTxn

and IsValidSecTxn. The difference between the total input value and the total

output value is considered as transaction fees. Further, transaction related data

(input output values and public keys of senders and recipients) can be extracted

from a given transaction, if both public and private parts of the transaction are

known (ExtractSenderPubAddr/RecipientPubAddr/InputVal/OutputVal).

The Mint operation takes place on a set of public parts of transactions {tp}

and new currency units may be generated through this process, whose value is

decided by the implementation specifications, internally. These minted currency

units and respective transaction fees, collectively termed as excess value (Vx), are

collected by the miners. The preferred state out of a set of candidate states

is chosen to be the subsequent state of the system through the Adjudicate

operation by preserving the precedence of states, based on the implementation

specifications. IsValidState algorithm checks the validity of a given state

with respect to a given security parameter. Checkpoint states are considered as

descending from the genesis state. A given state can be designated as a checkpoint

state through the CreateCheckpointState function based on the particulars of
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the state, which can be retrieved later through the RetrieveCheckpointState

operation. The genesis state is considered as the first checkpoint and the

algorithm IsGenesisState can be used to identify the genesis state corresponding

to a given security parameter.

It is noteworthy that we model only the generic functionality of a cryptocurrency

scheme in this scheme. Hence, we do not consider the specifics of the underlying

consensus mechanism or the network in this work. However, there may be

additional functionality associated with real world cryptocurrency systems, e.g.

Smart contracts with Ethereum. In order to capture such additional features,

we define a supplementary function AdditionalFunctionality. This enables us

realise the security implications of functionality of a scheme that may possess

operations outside our base model.

3.4.2 Definition of a Cryptocurrency Scheme

We now formally define an abstract cryptocurrency scheme based on the above

functionality as follows:

Definition 1. A cryptocurrency scheme Π, is defined in terms of security

parameter λ ∈ Z+ and with the functionality prescribed by means of a set of

algorithms; {Init, CreateAddr, IsValidPubAddr, IsValidSecAddr, ExtractID,

GetBalance, CreateTxn, IsValidPubTxn, IsValidSecTxn, ExtractSenderPubAddr,

ExtractRecipientPubAddr, ExtractInputVal, ExtractOutputVal, IsMintable,

Mint, Adjudicate, IsValidState, IsGenesisState, CreateCheckpointState,

RetrieveCheckpointState}.
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3.5 Correctness of the currency scheme

In this section we model the correctness of a scheme in terms of the functionality.

We consider the correctness of individual functions as well as the overall

functionality described above, in terms of a set of experiments, each of which

must return true (or ‘1’ equivalently) upon receiving valid inputs. A summary of

the experiments is listed in Table 3.3 while details are discussed later in following

sub sections.

Table 3.3: List of experiments for correctness.

Correctness property Experiment

Correctness of state initialisation Expinitπ

Correctness of address creation Expcreate-addrπ

Correctness of transaction creation Expcreate-txnπ

Correctness of minting Expmint
π

Correctness of extracting transaction data Expextract-txn-dataπ

Correctness of adjudicate operation Expadjudicateπ

Correctness of checkpoint creation Expcreate-checkpointπ

Correctness of the verification of genesis state Expgenesis-stateπ

Monotonicity of checkpoint states Expcheckpoint-monotonicity
π

Monotonicity of states with respect to adjudicate operation Expadj-monotonicity
π

Correctness of the checkpoint retrieval Expretrieve-checkpointπ

3.5.1 Generating input data

We define several functions to generate input data required for the correctness

experiments in terms of λ and a tuple of arbitrary bit strings ρ ∈ ({0, 1}∗)∗. Bit

strings are mapped to required datasets through separate and arbitrary surjective

functions with following mappings:

DeserialiseW : {{0, 1}∗}∗ → {⊥} ∪W where W ∈ {P,A,T,V,M}

We use the function label DeserialiseSW to represent a repeated execution of
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the ordering of the states while ensuring that the most recent rightful state

is always chosen by the Adjudicate operation (Figure 3.3). The correctness

of the RetrieveCheckpointState is ensured through the retireve-checkpoint

experiment. Figure 3.4 lists the experiments that ensures the correctness of Init,

CreateAddr, CreateTxn, Mint, Adjudicate and CreateCheckpoint operations.

In addition, the correctness of support operations is established through the

experiments extract-txn-data and genesis-state. Accordingly, the correctness of

the proposed scheme is defined as follows:

Definition 2. (Correctness of the Cryptocurrency Scheme) A currency

scheme Π is correct if, for all security parameters λ ∈ Z+, for all sufficiently

long bit strings ρ ∈ ({0, 1}∗)∗ and for all X ∈ {init, create-addr, create-txn,

extract-txn-data, mint, adjudicate, adj-monotinicity, create-checkpoint, ret- rieve-

checkpoint, genesis-state, checkpoint-monotinicity}, ExpXπ (λ, ρ) returns 1.

3.6 Security of the currency scheme

In this section, we establish the security requirements for the currency scheme

constructed above, through a game-based approach. We chose game-based

definitions over the UC framework because the former are intuitive and can be

agreed upon by non-specialists (even non-cryptographers). This is essential as

a bridge between theory and applications. Further, UC is best suited for small

primitives whose ideal functionalities may still have a clean description, which is

certainly not the case in the context of cryptocurrencies.

We define a comprehensive adversarial model to accommodate a wide range

of adversarial capabilities. Then we define security requirements for the

functionality of the proposed currency scheme. Anonymity aspects, although

related to security, are discussed in a separate chapter (Chapter 4) as they are

the main focus of this study.
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3.6.1 Adversarial Model

We consider several parameters with an aim to define the adversarial model in

depth. These parameters represent various levels of adversary capabilities, in

terms of knowledge and power. Adversarial knowledge includes the extent of

adversary’s knowledge of public/secret keys, transaction values, metadata and

transactions (ψ). On the other hand, adversarial power is represented by the

ability to view and manipulate the state (δ), to influence state initialisation in

the experimental setup (α) and to cause minting to fail during the execution of

the game (β). These symbols are used with different subscripts denoting which

entity is being referred to, as summarised in Table 3.4. These values scale from

the least capability (0) to the strongest on the part of the adversary, ranging from

passive to adaptive adversaries in game based experiments. Later, the model is

further augmented by considering the assigned objective of the game.

The adversary’s level of knowledge ψ is modelled in the following manner. When

any knowledge parameter has a value of 0, the corresponding entity of that

parameter is considered to be hidden from the adversary. We assume that the

adversary has oracle access to those hidden entities through opaque handles,

using which desired activities can be initiated through relevant oracles. A value

of 1 in these parameters represents the situation where the adversary learns the

corresponding entity at the end of the game, just before he makes his choice.

At this stage, the adversary is not allowed to create or mint any transactions

involving those entities. For certain parameters, the values beyond 0 have a

special meaning. For the parameter ψt, the public part of the transaction tp

is revealed to the adversary when ψt = 1. When ψt = 2, the secret part ts

is revealed as well if any, and with ψt = 3, the randomness used to generate

the transaction is revealed. Further, when ψt = 4, the adversary gets to choose

the randomness for the transaction and finally the adversary gets to create the
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Table 3.4: Parameters of the adversarial model

Paramet- Adversarial knowledge Adversarial power

er value Sender/
Recipient
public keys

Sender/
Recipient
secret keys

Transact-
ion value

Transact-
ion Meta-
data

Transact-
ion

State
manipul-
ation

State
initialis-
ation

Cause mint
to fail

ψpks
/ψsks

ψpkr
/ψskr

ψv ψm ψt δ α β

0 Hidden Hidden Hidden Hidden Hidden Hidden Hidden
randomness
honest Init
(HIDH)

Not
allowed

1 Hidden but
revealed at
the end

Hidden but
revealed at
the end

Hidden but
revealed at
the end

Hidden but
revealed at
the end

tp is
revealed

Can view
the state

Public
randomness
honest Init
(PUBH)

Allowed

2 Access
public keys
through
oracle

Access
secret keys
through
oracle

Chosen by
Oracle and
known

Chosen by
oracle and
known

ts is
revealed

Can
manipulate
the state

Public
randomness
adversarial
Init
(PUBA)

-

3 Adversary
chooses the
identity,
the oracle
creates
addresses

Adversary
chooses the
randomness,
the oracle
creates
addresses

Adversary
chooses
the values

Adversary
chooses
metadata

Random-
ness of
the coins
revealed,
oracle
creates
transaction

- Hidden
randomness
adversarial
Init
(HIDH)

-

4 Adversary
generates
the address

Adversary
generates
the address

- - Adversary
chooses the
randomness

- - -

5 - - - - Adversary
creates the
transaction

- -

transaction when ψt = 5. For other ψ parameters, with a value of 2, relevant

information is disclosed to the adversary throughout the game in real time via

appropriate oracle access, but in a read-only manner. For values greater than 2,

the adversary begins to be granted increasing levels of manipulative access to the

internal protocol data referenced by the parameter as explained in Table 3.4.

With this parameterisation, we can capture a wide range of adversaries ranging

from passive (with all parameters equal to zero) to static (with δ, β ≤ 1)

and adaptive adversaries (with parameter values greater than 1), thus enabling

cryptographic security to be apprehended in a meaningful manner. It should be

noted that some parameters such as ψ and β may not be useful when merely

defining functional security, yet we define them here for completeness, and we

utilise them when analysing the anonymity aspects in Chapter 4.
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Helper functions

We define a group of oracle functions to provide the adversary with access to

honest functionality during the execution of the game (Figure 3.5). These include

Oaddr for creating addresses based on a given identity and randomness, Ohidaddr for

creating hidden addresses, Otxn for creating transactions and Omint for minting.

Another oracle is defined to generate or alter hidden metadata (OhidMdata). Based

on the received parameters, these oracles source required inputs via appropriate

function calls to perform relevant functions or may just be disabled altogether,

e.g. when ψ = 0.

The history of the activities of the oracles are maintained globally within the

games; i.e. AO, TO as associative arrays and MO as a set to store all addresses,

transactions and minting history respectively. In addition, A∗O, T ∗O and D∗O are

maintained as lists to store hidden addresses, transactions and metadata. In order

to cater for the addresses created with different adversarial inputs, the oracle

keeps track of different groups of addresses in AOjk with binary values j and k,

and a value of 0 representing adversarial identity and adversarial randomness,

respectively. Omint sets the flag fO = 1 globally, if a minting operation fails, in

which case the adversary loses the game, unless β=1. The adversary has access

to all available oracles, unless specifically mentioned with a specific subscript in

the games. Table 3.5 summarises the variables used by the oracles.

Further, the current state of the system is denoted by pO for these games. It is

assumed that pO is updated as the state evolves within the game (e.g. through

oracle calls with side effects, which is what the subscript O tries to convey),

except where a new state is generated through a mint operation, in which case

the new state is denoted with a different subscript, e.g. p1.
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3.6.2 Security Properties

First, we define a set of security properties to ensure the functional security

of the proposed cryptocurrency scheme. These are defined by means of game-

based experiments around several attributes; Unforgeability, Transaction binding

property, Spendability, Balance property, Descendency and Anonymity. Each

attribute is treated with respect to attacker’s goals and we construct appropriate

games to model adversarial behaviour as per the model presented above.

Unforgeability

The unforgeability property ensures that it is not possible to spend the funds

associated with a payment address without the knowledge of the secret key

corresponding to that payment address. We define a security game to model

this property as listed in Figure 3.7.

Attacker’s Goal : Attacker’s goal here is to create a valid transaction using

funds attached to a payment address with hidden secret keys.

Game : In this game, the initial state is setup according to the input parameters

and the adversary A = (A1,A2) outputs a transaction (tp, ts) and the current

state pO based on the capabilities defined by the parameters δ and α. The

challenger verifies whether the given state is valid. Subsequently, the challenger

extracts the public addresses of the senders from the given transaction and

performs a check to see if those addresses were created by the oracle (i.e. to

ensure that the adversary does not have the knowledge of any of the secret keys).

Further, the challenger also checks whether the transaction was created by the
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Attacker’s Goal : Produce a secret part of a transaction (ts), which matches

a public part of a transaction (tp) created by the oracle, making the pair (tp, ts)

a valid transaction.

Game : The game starts with the initial state generated as per the parameters.

Then the adversary A = (A1,A2) outputs a secret part of a transaction ts and

the current state pO according to his capabilities. The challenger checks whether

the current state is valid. Then the challenger checks whether ts corresponds to

a transaction created by the oracle with tp and the validity of transaction ts with

respect to tp. The corresponding game is listed in Figure 3.8.

Winning condition : If ts is present in the list of transactions created by the

oracle with corresponding public part tp and ts is a valid binding with tp in the

given state, then adversary wins the game.

Spendability

The property of spendability guarantees that the funds associated with a payment

address (a) cannot decrease unless the corresponding secret keys are known

(Figure 3.9). This property ensures the integrity of fund balances and funds

cannot be spent (hence no transaction can be made) except by the owner.

The unforgeability property we discussed earlier ensures that a valid transaction

cannot be created without the secret keys and hence the spendability property

can be regarded as a weaker notion of the former. i.e.

Balanceaft(a) < Balancebef(a) only if secret key of a (ask) is known ∀a
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later (Figure 3.9). Then the adversary evolves the state from that point onwards

and the oracle does not create any new addresses or transactions during that

period. The adversary has access to the minting oracle only. Subsequently,

the adversary outputs the evolved state pO together with a public key which

they think satisfies the winning condition. The challenger then checks whether

the adversary has minted any of the transactions in the initial list of unminted

transactions and subsequently checks the balances of this address and compares

with the corresponding initial balances stored (Figure 3.9).

Winning condition : Adversary wins if the closing balance of the given

address is less than the starting balance.

Balance

This property requires that the fund balances of participants in a transaction are

updated correctly upon being minted. Further, the balances of miners’ addresses

should also be updated correctly with relevant transaction fees and minted values

(Vx). These goals can be summarised for a set of transactions T involved in a

single minting operation as follows (the notation vold(s) here represents the input

value corresponding to the sender s in Vold in a transaction t and others follow

the same notation):

∑
t∈T

(
∑
s∈S

vold(s)−
∑
r∈R

vnew(r)) + new units =
∑
m∈Rm

vx(m) (3.1)

Balancebef(a) +
∑
t∈T

(vnew(a)− vold(a)) = Balanceaft(a) ∀a ∈ S,R (3.2)

Balancebef(a) + vx(a) = Balanceaft(a) ∀a ∈ R̄m (3.3)
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A single experiment is defined to capture all three properties in (Figure 3.10).

Attacker’s goal : Create a transaction (tp, ts) so that the closing balance of a

payment address does not satisfy the equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 above.

Game : In this game, the adversary A = (A1, A2, A3) outputs a tuple of

sender addresses S̄, a tuple of recipient addresses R̄, a tuple of miner addresses

R̄m together with the current state pO. The challenger records the balances

of all addresses in the three groups of addresses and the minting history of

the oracle MO. Then, the state evolves and the adversary outputs a set of

transactions {(tp, ts)} and the updated state pO. The challenger then records

the new minting history M2 and checks whether only one mint operation has

taken place between M1 and M2, and also checks whether the minted transactions

corresponds to the transactions returned by the adversary. In addition, another

check is performed to see if the sender and recipient addresses involved in all

transactions are the same as the sender and recipient addresses returned by

the adversary. If any of these checks fails, adversary loses the game. For each

transaction returned by the adversary, Vold and Vnew values are recorded separately

with the corresponding addresses. In addition, Vx values are also recorded with

the miners’ address details. Finally, the challenger records respective balances of

all involved addresses and checks whether above conditions are satisfied for all

the addresses.

Winning condition : Adversary wins the game if there is at least one address

in which the individual balances do not satisfy the above three conditions, based

on the formula below:

Balancebef (a) + Vnew(a)− Vold(a) + Vx(a) = Balanceaft(a) ∀a ∈ S̄, R̄, R̄m
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Figure 3.10 lists the corresponding game (Expbalanceπ,A,O,ψ,δ,α,β) which demonstrates

this property.

Indemnification

The indemnification property requires that fund balances associated with the

payment addresses that are not involved in a transaction should remain

unchanged. We define this experiment in Figure 3.11.

Attacker’s goal : Create a transaction such that there exists a payment

address created by Oracle, which is not involved in the transaction, but its balance

changes.

Game : In this game, the adversary A = (A1, A2, A3) outputs the current state

first. The challenger records the balances of all addresses in AO in Bbef and also

records the mint history M1. Then, adversary evolves the state and outputs a set

of transactions {(tp, ts)} together with the current state pO and the challenger

ensures that there has been only one mint operation since the previous state,

and also whether the set of transactions corresponding to that mint operation

matches the transactions returned by the adversary. Then the challenger records

the sender and recipient addresses corresponding to the given transactions S and

R. Subsequently, he checks the closing balances of all addresses in AO and ensures

none of these addresses are in S or R (Figure 3.11).

Winning condition : Adversary wins if the balance of at least one address in

AO has changed.
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3.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we have formulated the foundation for our research study. In this

connection, we have developed several building blocks, in aid of the construction

of a common framework for modelling anonymity of decentralised systems such

as cryptocurrencies.

We initiated this process by constructing an abstract scheme, which depicts the

generic functionality of a cryptocurrency system. For this purpose, we considered

the common entities and operations of such a system, while allowing for flexibility

to cater for diverse implementations. This exercise by itself reveals the kind of

complexity we face in such decentralised systems, thus providing an indication

for the absence of a common methodology to model such functionality.

As the next step in this process, we analysed how the functional correctness

of a currency scheme in the presence of honest functionality can be established

in terms of the abstract scheme developed above. This analysis was carried

out with respect to individual operations as well as the expected functionality.

Accordingly, we constructed several experiments which, upon receiving honest

and valid inputs, would return a truth value of ‘1’, thus ensuring the integrity of

our model.

Further, we have provided a comprehensive security analysis for the constructed

scheme using a game-based approach. We developed an adversarial model, which

is capable of addressing an extensive range of adversaries possessing various

capabilities. These adversaries are modelled in terms of their knowledge about

system entities and their powers to influence the system state. Hence, this model

facilitates a large number of attacker scenarios that can provide a clear picture

of security in a decentralised system. This also highlights the complexity in

modelling security of such a system.
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We also investigated the security aspects of this abstract scheme against several

properties in this chapter. These properties are mostly in agreement with widely

referenced security notions in cryptocurrency schemes. For example, the property

of unforgeability can be linked to the double spending property analysed in

currency protocols. In addition, new notions such as descendancy addresses the

security requirements for the system state (e.g. normal blockchain growth in

Bitcoin), which assures that the states preserve time ordering. The balance and

positivity properties guarantee that monetary units are created in accordance

with the implementation specifications to manage the money supply. As such,

the security aspects of the proposed abstract protocol closely agree with real

world protocols, and thus facilitate a sound foundation for our study.

The contributions presented in this chapter are included in our publication [5],

and form the basis for the anonymity framework, which is the core of this research.

We discuss the specifics of this framework and relevant theoretical constructs in

the next chapter.



Chapter 4

Anonymity Framework

Having established a sound foundation in the previous chapter, here we present

the details of how a solid framework can be built to model anonymity on those

grounds. This composition results in a unified approach that allows for fine-

grained anonymity notions that can be arranged in a hierarchical structure. These

notions stem from the widely known concepts such as indistinguishability and

unlinkability, and we define them formally as per the naming conventions in

related contexts. This chapter also includes an analysis of the relationships among

above notions through security reductions etc., that are interpreted in terms of a

set of theorems, supported by corresponding proofs.

4.1 Introduction

As was evident from the literature, no formalised framework exists, that can be

used to analyse anonymity in distributed environments such as cryptocurrencies

[3, 5]. Hence, we build a novel anonymity framework from the fundamentals based

on the abstract cryptocurrency scheme and the adversarial model we defined in
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Chapter 3. A game-based approach is utilised for this purpose as opposed to the

UC framework due to the complexity of the functionality.

The property of anonymity is often discussed with respect to the participants of a

transaction in the context of cryptocurrencies in studies such as [7]. Accordingly,

they discuss anonymity characteristics in terms of a wide range of anonymity

notions with various interpretations (e.g. the notion of unlinkability has many

different perceptions as discussed in Chapter 2). Although many such notions

are referenced in the literature, a majority of them are not formally defined in a

manner that is commonly applicable to diverse cryptocurrency schemes. Hence,

we intend to formalise anonymity notions in the context of cryptocurrencies.

Due to the granularity of the adversarial capabilities considered, our framework

yields in a plethora of anonymity notions, each corresponding to a unique attacker

scenario. Undoubtedly, it is problematic to work with such a large number and

hence it is vital that we categorise them and identify their relationships, which will

then simplify the analysis process. Accordingly, we formulate our contributions

in this chapter as outlined below.

4.2 Our contributions

The most significant contribution in this chapter is the construction of the

Anonymity Framework, which is the core of our research study. This goal is

accomplished through a single parameterised game, which is capable of modelling

a wide range of anonymity aspects in terms of unique attacker scenarios.

Among other contributions, we present a formalisation of the anonymity notions

resulting from this framework, in terms of parametric vectors, each consisting of

relevant adversarial goal, knowledge and power. Further, we also compose a set

of anonymity definitions similar to conventional cryptographic security notions
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such as IND-CPA etc., which is useful in analysing anonymity.

Moreover, we also formulate a set of theorems in this chapter, demonstrating the

relationships among anonymity notions. These theorems facilitate the anonymity

analysis process which is described in detail in Chapter 5, and hence carry an

equal importance as the framework itself.

4.3 Anonymity framework

Initially, we formulate a parametric game to capture different attacker scenarios,

each of which represents a different aspect of anonymity. Then, we provide

a group of definitions for several anonymity properties, which stem from the

fundamental concept of indistinguishability. The term indistinguishability means

that it is not possible to distinguish between two known entities in a given

situation, e.g. inability to distinguish the sender of a transaction from two possible

sender addresses [73].

We also define a weaker notion of anonymity, unlinkability, which is similar to

indistinguishability, except that the two entities to choose between are not known

to the attacker explicitly, but rather by their history in previous transactions.

For example, value unlinkability refers to the inability to decide which of the two

transactions has the same value as another transaction of interest.

We define these anonymity notions around a set of entities in a generic currency

scheme. These entities include senders, recipients, value and metadata, and can

be categorised as topological and non-topological where the former group directly

corresponds to the topology of the transaction graph of the scheme. Senders

and recipients form the topological category whereas value and other transaction

related metadata are categorised as non-topological entities, without having a

direct relationship to the transaction graph. We parameterise different scenarios
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where an attacker can manipulate these entities at various levels and via diverse

means.

4.3.1 Anonymity Game

We formulate the Anonymity Game using the helper functions and oracle

functions defined in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.6 and 3.5 respectively). As explained

in detail in section 3.6, the parameter ψ represents the adversary’s access to

knowledge of the entities related to a transaction. Value of each ψx parameter

starts from 0 representing a hidden entity x and then increases with the

adversary’s knowledge. These particulars are summarised in Table 3.4 in

Chapter 3.

Moreover, we also introduce another variable, ω, to represent test variable/s

for each instance of the game. These variables decide how the transactions are

created in the game for a given setting. We define ω = (ωs, ωr, ωv, ωm) with

each ωx ∈ {0, 1} indicating which entity (i.e. sender/recipient/value/metadata)

is being tested in a given instance of the game; e.g. ω = (1000) with only ωs = 1

indicates that the test variable is the sender and thus two transactions are created

in the game so that only the senders of the two transactions are different. As

such, the adversarial inputs are crafted based on the ω and ψ parameters and

transactions are created accordingly.

In order to facilitate the execution of the Anonymity game in a more transparent

manner, we define several helper functions as outlined in Figure 4.1. The two

main functions are CheckAdvConditions, which checks the adversarial conditions

of inputs at the start of the game and the RevealData function, which reveals

data to the adversary at the end of the execution of the game based on the

parameter ψ. Moreover, we define additional functions to facilitate the above as

well as the oracle functionality as shown in the same figure.
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maintained by the oracle to store address data where j, k ∈ {0, 1} (Table 4.1).

The instance ψt = 5 is a special case where the adversary creates the two challenge

transactions of interest with full control and the challenger randomly mints one

of them. A separate check is performed in this case on the transaction inputs

t0, t1 in steps 10 and 11 to ensure that they are both separately mintable. We

use the notation ‘〈IsMintableπ({tp1} ∪ T, pO)β̄ 〉’ to represent this check. In this

case, when β= 0 (i.e. failed mint operations are allowed), β̄ = 1 and hence the

condition is met if IsMintable()1 = 1. Conversely, when β = 1, β̄ = 0 and

hence IsMintable()0 = 1 always and hence the condition is satisfied. In all other

cases, the challenger creates two transactions based on the inputs and mints one

of them randomly.

If all inputs are validated as above, the adversary continues to evolve the system

state through appropriate oracle queries. Subsequently, the challenger picks a bit

b and chooses to mint tpb together with the list of transactions T returned by the

adversary (line 15).

In step 17, a set of data is revealed to the adversary through the RevealData

function based on the ψ parameter, after which the adversary is restricted

from making further transactions involving revealed entities. This interpretation

closely aligns with the forward security concept discussed in relation to

cryptographic protocols, and hence able to model an extended scope of anonymity.

Finally, the adversary makes a guess (b
′
) for the bit b, based on the revealed data

U , minted state p1 and the adversarial state s. The challenger checks whether the

guess is correct, subject to the condition β ∨ (fO 6= 1) (i.e. whether failed mint

operations are allowed). The adversary wins the game if the guess is correct.

The extent of anonymity is defined based on the adversary’s advantage,
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Table 4.2: Nature of adversarial inputs

Param- Adversarial knowledge

eter value Sender
public/private
keys

Recipient
public/secret
keys

Transaction value Transaction
Metadata

Transaction

ψpks
/ψsks

ψpkr
/ψskr

ψv ψm ψt

0 S0, S1: handles
to hidden
public/secret
sender addresses
created by oracle

R0, R1: handles
to hidden
public/secret
recipient addresses
created by oracle

Vold, Vnew:
maximum values
for input/output
transaction values,
actual values
chosen by oracle

m0,m1: handles
to hidden
metadata chosen
by the oracle

t0, t1: empty,
ρ0,ρ1: empty

1 S0, S1: handles
to hidden
public/secret
sender addresses
created by oracle,
actual data
revealed at the
end

R0, R1: handles
to hidden
public/secret
recipient addresses
created by oracle,
actual data
revealed at the
end

Vold, Vnew:
maximum values
for input/output
transaction values,
actual data chosen
by oracle,revealed
at the end

m0,m1: handles
to hidden
metadata chosen
by oracle, actual
data revealed at
the end

t0, t1: empty,
ρ0,ρ1: empty, tb
created by oracle,
tpb revealed at the
end

2 S0, S1:
public/secret
sender addresses
created by
oracle, known
to adversary
throughout the
game

R0, R1:
public/secret
recipient addresses
created by
oracle, known
to adversary

Vold, Vnew:
chosen by Oracle
and known to
adversary

m0,m1: chosen by
oracle and known
to adversary

t0, t1: empty,
ρ0,ρ1: empty, tb
created by oracle,
tsb revealed at the
end

3 S0, S1:
public/secret
sender addresses
created by oracle,
adversarial
identity with
ψpks = 3,
adversarial
randomness with
ψsks = 3, known
to adversary

R0, R1:
public/secret
recipient addresses
created by oracle,
adversarial
identity with
ψpks = 3,
adversarial
randomness with
ψsks = 3, known
to adversary

Vold, Vnew: chosen
by adversary

m0,m1: chosen by
adversary

t0, t1: empty,
ρ0,ρ1: empty,
tb created by
oracle,randomness
of coins revealed
to adversary at the
end

4 S0, S1:
public/private
addresses created
by adversary

R0, R1:
public/private
addresses created
by adversary

- - t0, t1: empty,
ρ0,ρ1 : random-
ness of coins,
chosen by
adversary, tb
created by oracle,
randomness ρb

5 - - - - t0, t1: transactions
created by
adversary, ρ0,ρ1:
empty

AdvAnonymityΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β, in winning the game in a given setting defined by the relevant

parametrisation. A system is secure in a given anonymity notion if a PPT

adversary A has a negligible advantage of winning the game. i.e.
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AdvAnonymityΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β =

∣∣∣∣ Pr
[
ExpAnonymityΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β(λ) = 1

]
− 1/2

∣∣∣∣ is negligible in λ.

Unsurprisingly, there are over 10,000,000 different combinations of ω, ψ, δ and

α alone, resulting in different attacker scenarios, which reveal the atomicity

of anonymity in a currency system. This game helps one to assess which

combinations are satisfied by a given currency scheme, by proving that the

attacker has negligible advantage of winning the game. In order to simplify this

task, in the next section, we formulate a set of anonymity notions while linking

them to the relevant attributes discussed in the literature wherever applicable.

4.3.2 Anonymity notions

As previously mentioned, different combinations of the parameters in the

Anonymity Game yield a large number of unique scenarios with respect to

anonymity. While some notions may not result in apprehensible real world

scenarios, others may assist in assessing different levels in achievable anonymity.

In this section, we identify a set of some useful anonymity notions with respect

to indistinguishability (IND) and unlinkability (ULK) of entities; senders (S),

recipients (R), value (V) and metadata (M) in a currency scheme. Therein, we

provide formal definitions for the same based on relevant parameter vectors.

We define each notion in terms of a unique adversary, based on the

adversary’s goal, knowledge and power as GOAL-KNOWL-POWER, which is also

represented as a unique parameter vector ω-ψ-(δ, α, β). The goals are formulated

with the emphasis on the anonymity aspect (i.e. IND or ULK) and the respective

entity or entities of focus, as represented by the parameter ω. For example, if

the adversary’s goal is to distinguish between two senders, the corresponding goal
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is termed as S-IND and V-ULK represents the security goal of unlinkability of

two transactions bearing the same value. In addition, if all entities are jointly

being tested for indistinguishability, then we use ALL-IND to represent that

objective. A special scenario is termed NIL-IND where two semantically identical

transactions are created during the game, which differ only in the randomness

involved and the adversary’s goal is to distinguish between the two.

The adversarial capability is represented in terms of the adversary’s knowledge

and power. The highest level of power is named as FULL power with the ability

to manipulate the state initialisation and the state (α = 3, δ = 2), and to make

minting to fail (β = 1). We define an ACTIVE adversary whose power differs

from FULL power only by their inability to cause minting to fail (i.e. β = 0

for ACTIVE power). On the other hand, VIEW power further restricts the

adversary by allowing only view access to the system state in an honest state

initialisation setting (i.e. δ = 1, α = 1, β = 0). The least powerful adversary has

no power to view nor influence the state and hence we label as NIL power (i.e.

δ = 0, α = 0, β = 0).

With respect to the adversarial knowledge, we name the FULL knowledge when

the adversary has full control over all entities involved in a transaction (i.e. all

knowledge parameters are at their maximum values). Conversely, NIL knowledge

represents an adversary without any knowledge of the transaction entities with

all knowledge parameters set to value 0. Other intermediate knowledge levels are

named according to the restrictions on access to a particular entity. For example,

PUBS knowledge represents an adversary having access to the public keys of

senders and full knowledge of recipients, value, metadata and the transaction,

whereas NILS corresponds to an adversary having no knowledge about the

senders (same explanation holds for PUBR and NILR with respect to recipients).

PUBSRV on the other hand, represents the public knowledge about the senders
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and recipients as before, together with the knowledge about the value while having

the adversarial control over the metadata and the transaction. PUBSR-NILV is

similar to PUBSRV except that the adversary has no knowledge of the value in the

former. Likewise, PUBSR-NILM models no access to metadata, despite having

the knowledge of public keys of senders and recipients, and adversarial value and

transaction. NILS-PUBT represents an adversary having no knowledge of the

senders but with public knowledge of the transaction, together with adversarial

recipients, value and metadata etc.

Accordingly, the highest level of anonymity modelled by the Anonymity

game is the notion ALL-IND-FULL-FULL which represents a fully

adaptive adversary with a goal to distinguish between two totally different

transactions. Conversely, the weakest is the notion of NIL-IND-NIL-NIL,

which models a passive adversary whose goal is to distinguish between two

transactions which differ only in the randomness. Accordingly, Table 4.3

lists some useful anonymity notions and their corresponding parameter

vectors. We provide formal definitions for the same in the following section.

Table 4.3: Some useful anonymity notions

Goal Adversarial Adversarial Parameter vector

Knowledge Power

ALL-IND FULL FULL (1s1r1v1m)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r, 3v , 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,1β)

S-IND PUBS ACTIVE (1s0r0v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v , 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β)

S-ULK NILS ACTIVE (1s0r0v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v , 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)

R-IND PUBR ACTIVE (0s1r0v0m)ω-((4, 4)s, (3, 0)r, 3v , 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)

R-ULK NILR ACTIVE (0s1r0v0m)ω-((4, 4)s, (0, 0)r, 3v , 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)

V-IND PUBSRV ACTIVE (0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 2v , 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)

V-ULK PUBSR-NILV FULL (0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 0v , 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,1β)

M-IND PUBM ACTIVE (0s0r0v1m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 2v , 2m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)

M-ULK PUBSR-NILM ACTIVE (0s0r0v1m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 2v , 0m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)

NIL-IND NIL VIEW (0s0r0v0m)ω-((0, 0)s, (0, 0)r, 0v , 0m, 0t)ψ-(1δ,1α,0β)

NIL-IND NIL NIL (0s0r0v0m)ω-((0, 0)s, (0, 0)r, 0v , 0m, 0t)ψ-(0δ,0α,0β)
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Topological Entities

As already mentioned, the identification of topological entities such as senders

and recipients participating in a transaction can directly contribute towards

constructing the corresponding relationships among those entities. As a result,

one can trace the flow of transactions of a particular entity, affecting the level of

anonymity. Several studies have been conducted in this regard, especially in the

case of Bitcoin, where a transaction graph can be built using publicly available

data related to senders and recipients [71, 78]. As such, topological entities play

a vital role in the achievable level of anonymity of a currency scheme. Therein,

we define a set of useful anonymity properties around these entities in this section

(Figure 4.4).

Sender Indistinguishability (S-IND): We define this property to represent

a case where given two possible senders and a transaction, it is not possible

to distinguish the correct sender. Figure 4.4(a) illustrates this scenario. In

the anonymity game, only the public keys of the senders will be known to

the adversary with ψpks
= 3 and ψsks = 0 with same transaction values and

other metadata, and the challenger will create two transactions tp0 and tp1 with

same value and metadata. Based on the chosen bit b, the challenger mints the

transaction tpb and the adversary gets to see the data related to the minted

transaction, based on ψt and has to guess the challenger’s choice. The knowledge

of recipient addresses can vary based on ψpkr
and ψskr .

We can see that the game represents the strongest attacker scenario when the

recipient addresses are fully controlled by the adversary in a setting with an

adversarial hidden state initialisation and the ability to manipulate the state, as

well as with the highest knowledge of the transaction (i.e. ψt = 5). However,

having β=1 enables the adversary to craft transactions in a manner so that
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S0 S1

R0

tp0 tp1

(a) Sender Indistin-
guishability (S-IND)

S0

R0 R1

tp0 tp1

(b) Recipient Indistin-
guishability (R-IND)

S0 S1

R0

tp0 tp1

(c) Sender Unlinkability
(S-ULK)

S0

R0 R1

tp0 tp1

(d) Recipient Unlink-
ability (R-ULK)

Figure 4.4: Topological anonymity notions
(Dashed outline: addresses with hidden secret keys, double-dashed outline: addresses with

hidden public/private keys, Solid outline: both keys known)

failed mint operations can be used to learn about account balances etc., thus

revealing the transaction graph, in which case winning the game is trivial.

For example, if account balances are known (without any information about

corresponding addresses), the adversary could initiate a set of transactions with

specially chosen values so that a subset of the challenge transaction minting fails

due to insufficient balances to obtain additional information about the addresses

based on their initial and ending balances. This is possible in a real system since

the adversary could keep track of the transaction flow through the handles to

respective addresses even if the senders and recipients are hidden.

Accordingly, the strongest achievable notion of this property is S-IND-PUBS-

ACTIVE which is represented by “(1s0r0v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-

(2δ, 3α, 0β)” in the Anonymity game with the following formal definition.

Definition 4. (S-IND-PUBS-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said to

satisfy the anonymity notion S-IND-PUBS-ACTIVE against an adversary A, if

A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the parameter vector

(1s0r0v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvS−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.
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Sender Unlinkability (S-ULK): The notion of sender unlinkability is defined

to be the property that it is not possible to link a transaction with its

corresponding sender in a given setting. As Figure 4.4(c) illustrates, the adversary

has to guess the correct transaction as with S-IND scenario, but without knowing

either public/private key of the senders. i.e. Senders in this case are hidden

with ψpks
, ψsks = 0 and the adversary has oracle access to these addresses

through respective handles (refer to section 3.6.1 in Chapter 3 for further details).

The strongest notion in this sense is given by S-ULK-NILS-ACTIVE with

the parameter vector “(1s0r0v0m)ω-((0, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β)”and the

corresponding formal definition is as follows.

Definition 5. (S-ULK-NILS-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said

to satisfy the anonymity notion S-ULK-NILS-ACTIVE with respect to Sender

Unlinkability against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity

game defined by the parameters (1s0r0v0m)ω-((0, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,

3α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvS−ULKΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Recipient Indistinguishability (R-IND): This notion is similar to sender

indistinguishability, except with recipient addresses. Hence, it is defined to be

one’s inability to distinguish the correct recipient out of two given recipients in a

given situation. As shown in the Figure 4.4(b), public keys of the recipients

(ψpkr
= 3, ψskr = 0) are known and the senders could be hidden or known

as per the parameters ψpks
and ψsks . The two transactions tp0 and tp1 both

carry the same sender, values and metadata, yet two different recipients. The

adversary needs to guess which transaction out of tp0 and tp1 was minted. The

strongest adversarial scenario in this case is R-IND-PUBR-ACTIVE, denoted

as “(0s1r0v0m)ω-((4, 4)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 0α, 0β)”. We define the notion

formally as below.
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Definition 6. (R-IND-PUBR-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said to

satisfy the anonymity notion R-IND-PUBR-ACTIVE with respect to Recipient

Indistinguishability against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning

the Anonymity game defined by the parameters (0s1r0v0m)ω-((4, 4)s, (3, 0)r, 3v,

3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 0α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvR−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Recipient Unlinkability (R-ULK): This property is referred to as the

inability to link a transaction to the correct recipient. Figure 4.4(d) shows

the basic setup for this game where the adversary needs to guess the correct

transaction out of the two options tp0 and tp1 , without any knowledge about the

corresponding recipients, i.e. ψpkr
,ψskr = 0. The strongest notion in this setting

is represented as R-ULK-NILR-ACTIVE given by the vector “(0s1r0v0m)ω-

((4, 4)s, (0, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β)” and the formal definition is given below.

Definition 7. (R-ULK-NILR-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said to

satisfy the anonymity notion R-ULK-NILR-ACTIVE with respect to Recipient

Unlinkability against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity

game defined by the parameters (0s1r0v0m)ω-((4, 4)s, (0, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-

(2δ, 3α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvR−ULKΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Non-topological Entities

As opposed to topological entities, non-topological entities such as value and

metadata in a currency scheme do not directly affect the structure of the

transaction graph. However, if made public, these entities also could hinder

the anonymity of users. For example, metadata might include IP addresses,
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that identify the sender in the real world. Similarly, transaction values can be

relatively unique and can potentially be linked with other information, which

might reveal corresponding identities. One such instance is where one needs to

know the recipient, whom a particular amount was paid to etc. Hence, these

entities can also be regarded as equally important in determining the level of

anonymity in a currency scheme. In this section, we provide formal definitions for

major anonymity notions involving non-topological entities; value and metadata

(Figure 4.5).

S0

R0

tp0 (v0/m0) tp1 (v1/m1)

(a) Value/Metadata
indistinguishability

S0

R0

tp0 (v0/m0) tp1 (v1/m1)

(b) Value/Metadata unlinkability
(hidden values/metadata)

Figure 4.5: Non-topological Anonymity notions

Value Indistinguishability (V-IND): The notion of indistinguishability

with respect to transaction values refers to the fact that it is impossible to

distinguish the correct value from two given input/output values for a given

transaction. In the game, the challenger creates two transactions tp0 and tp1 ,

with two different sets of values (Vold0 , Vnew0) and (Vold1 , Vnew1), while having other

entities the same (Figure 4.5(a)). Note that the value of ψv applies to both Vold

and Vnew values. In this case, the adversary knows what the values are and other

entities can vary according to their ψ values. The challenger then picks a bit b

and mints the transaction tpb and the adversary has to guess which transaction it

is. We represent the strongest adversary as PUBSR-ACTIVE as the knowledge

of secret keys would leak information about the value and thus it is a trivial

case. Hence the strongest notion in this scenario is given by V-IND-PUBSR-

ACTIVE which is represented by the vector “(0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m
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, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β)” with the following formal definition.

Definition 8. (V-IND-PUBSR-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said to

satisfy V-IND-PUBSR-ACTIVE with respect to Value Indistinguishability against

an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the

parameters (0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m , 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvV−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Value Unlinkability (V-ULK): We define the property of unlinkability

related to transaction value as the inability correctly identify a transaction of

a specific value from two possible hidden (unknown) values. In order to realise

this scenario, failed minting operations have to be allowed in the game with the

parameter β set to 1, as it would be impossible for the adversary to win the game

otherwise. As ψv = 0, the adversary gives maximum values for Vnew and Vold

values from which the challenger generates corresponding values required for the

transaction using the GenerateTxnVals helper function (Figure 3.6). Further, as

in the case of V-IND, we restrict the knowledge of secret keys of senders/recipients

as otherwise the transaction is trivial. As shown in Figure 4.5(b) in this context,

the challenger creates two transactions tp0 and tp1 with hidden transaction

values v0 and v1, respectively. The challenger then picks a bit b and mints the

transaction tpb and the adversary makes a guess to identify the correct scenario.

Accordingly, the parameters required to achieve the strongest level of anonymity

notion V-ULK-PUBSR-NILV-FULL are “(0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 0v, 3m, 5t)ψ-

(2δ, 3α, 1β)” and the corresponding definition is as follows.

Definition 9. (V-ULK-PUBSR-NILV-FULL) A currency scheme Π is

said to satisfy the anonymity notion V-ULK-PUBSR-NILV-FULL with respect

to Value Unlinkability against an adversary A under a hidden adversarial

initialisation, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the
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parameters (0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 0v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 1β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvV−ULKΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Metadata Indistinguishability (M-IND): Other transaction related data

such as scripts, IP addresses etc. also pose a risk to anonymity since they

can be linked to addresses or transactions in many different ways. Although

such metadata can be specific to a given implementation, it might be useful in

modelling the effects imposed by the other layers of implementations such as the

consensus scheme. Hence, in this case, we discuss metadata in general without

linking to any specific data, for the completeness of this work.

In this context, we define Metadata Indistinguishability to represent the scenario

where it is not possible to correctly identify the metadata corresponding to

a given transaction, between two given possibilities. Similar to the value

indistinguishability scenario, the challenger creates two transactions with different

metadata values (already known to the adversary) and mints only one transaction

leaving the adversary make a guess as to what it is. The following vector

represents the strongest scenario as “(0s0r0v1m)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-

(2δ, 3α, 0β)” as per the notion M-IND-PUBM-ACTIVE and it is formally defined

below.

Definition 10. (M-IND-PUB-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said to

satisfy the anonymity notion M-IND-PUB-ACTIVE with respect to Metadata

Indistinguishability against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the

Anonymity game defined by the parameters (0s0r0v1m)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m,

5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvM−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.
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Metadata Unlinkability (M-ULK): We define the property of unlinkability

of metadata with a close analogy to value unlinkability. i.e. Given a transaction, it

is not possible to correctly identify the metadata from two given hidden metadata

values. Here we use the GenerateMetadata helper function to generate the data

required for the game (Figure 3.6). Accordingly, we have the corresponding

notion M-ULK-NILM-ACTIVE parameterised by, “(0s0r0v 1m)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r,

3v, 0m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β)” representing the strongest case in this sense. The formal

definition follows.

Definition 11. (M-ULK-NILM-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is

said to satisfy the anonymity notion M-ULK-NILM-ACTIVE with respect to

Metadata Unlinkability against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the

Anonymity game defined by the parameters (0s0r0v1m)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 0m,

5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvM−ULKΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Other useful anonymity notions

Further to above notions, we also formally define the strongest and weakest

anonymity notions modelled in this framework as they are useful in benchmarking

the anonymity landscape.

Strongest anonymity (ALL-IND) In this setting, the game models two

senders and two recipients. The challenger creates two transactions tp0 and tp1

as before, but each transaction is created using distinct set of data; i.e. different

sender, recipient, value and metadata (Figure 4.6 (a)). The strongest adversary

in this scenario has the FULL knowledge and FULL power given by ALL-

IND-FULL-FULL notion and parameterised by the vector (1s1r1v1m)ω-((4, 4)s,
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(4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 1β). This setting models the highest level of anonymity

achievable by a currency scheme and can be considered as “absolute fungibility”.

Definition 12. (ALL-IND-FULL-FULL) A currency scheme Π is

said to satisfy the anonymity notion ALL-IND-FULL-FULL with respect to

indistinguishability against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the

Anonymity game defined by the parameters (1s1r1v1m)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m,

5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 1β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvALL−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

S0 S1

R0 R1

tp0 (v0/m0) tp1 (v1/m1)

(a) ALL-IND game

S0

R0

(v0/m0)tp0 tp1 (v0/m0)

(b) NILL-IND game

Figure 4.6: Strongest and weakest anonymity games

We also define another set of notions here which are useful in analysing the

anonymity of many existing cryptocurrencies as those schemes are not secure

when the randomness of the coins in a transaction is known (i.e. when ψt > 1).

These, as formalised below, represent slightly weaker anonymity notions with

respect to S-IND, S-ULK, R-IND, R-ULK, V-IND and V-ULK notions defined

above.

Definition 13. (S-IND-PUBST-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said to

be anonymous with respect to Sender Indistinguishability against an adversary

A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the parameters

(1s0r0v0m)ω-((3pk, 0sk)s, (4pk, 4sk)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvS−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.
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Definition 14. (S-ULK-NILS-PUBT-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is

said to be anonymous with respect to Sender Unlinkability against an adversary

A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the parameters

(1s0r0v0m)ω-((0, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvS−ULKΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Definition 15. (R-IND-PUBRT-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said to

be anonymous with respect to Recipient Indistinguishability against an adversary

A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the parameters

(0s1r0v0m)ω-((4, 4)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,0α,0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvR−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Definition 16. (R-ULK-NILR-PUBT-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is

said to be anonymous with respect to Recipient Unlinkability against an adversary

A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the parameters

(0s1r0v0m)ω-((4, 4)s, (0, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β) is negligible.

AdvR−ULKΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Definition 17. (V-IND-PUBSRT-ACTIVE) A currency scheme Π is said

to be anonymous with respect to Value Indistinguishability against an adversary

A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game defined by the parameters

(0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 2v, 3m , 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvV−INDΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

Definition 18. (V-ULK-PUBSRT-NILV-FULL) A currency scheme Π is

said to be anonymous with respect to Value Unlinkability against an adversary

A under a hidden adversarial initialisation, if A’s advantage of winning the

Anonymity game defined by the parameters (0s0r1v0m)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 0v, 3m,

1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,1β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvV−ULKΠ,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.
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Further, we consider the weakest adversary that can be modelled in our game.

In this case, the game produces two identical transactions as opposed to the

strongest scenario above (Figure 4.6 (b)). These transactions differ only in their

randomness and the adversary has to identify the correct transaction. Hence,

the weakest adversary in this case is a NIL-NIL adversary with no knowledge

nor power, which is a passive adversary. This means that even δ=0 , meaning

that the scheme has a hidden private state, which however may not be the case

for most cryptocurrency schemes. Yet, we provide the following formalisation for

comparison.

Definition 19. (NIL-IND-NIL-NIL) A currency scheme Π is said to satisfy

the anonymity notion NIL-IND-NIL-NIL with respect to indistinguishability

against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the Anonymity game

defined by the parameters (0s0r0v0m)ω-((0, 0)s, (0, 0)r, 0v, 0m, 0t)ψ-(0δ, 0α, 0β) is

negligible. i.e.

AdvNIL−IND1
Π,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.

As many cryptocurrency schemes have public states, we can see that at the very

least, the adversary can view the state, meaning that we can have δ=1 for most

schemes. This will model an adversary with VIEW power with other parameters

being zero. Hence, we define a slightly less weak notion in this sense, which can

be useful to model anonymity in some real world constructions.

Definition 20. (NIL-IND-NIL-VIEW) A currency scheme Π is

said to satisfy the anonymity notion NIL-IND-NIL-VIEW with respect to

indistinguishability against an adversary A, if A’s advantage of winning the

Anonymity game defined by the parameters (0s0r0v0m)ω-((0, 0)s, (0, 0)r, 0v, 0m,

0t)ψ-(1δ, 0α, 0β) is negligible. i.e.

AdvNIL−IND2
Π,A,O,ω,ψ,δ,α,β is negligible in λ.
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ω-ψ(4,4)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(3,3)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(3,2)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(2,3)s-(δ,α,β) ω-ψ(1,3)s-(δ,α,β) ω-ψ(0,3)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(3,1)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(3,0)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(2,2)s-(δ,α,β) ω-ψ(1,2)s-(δ,α,β) ω-ψ(0,2)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(2,1)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(2,0)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(1,1)s-(δ,α,β) ω-ψ(0,1)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(1,0)s-(δ,α,β)

ω-ψ(0,0)s-(δ,α,β)

Figure 4.7: Relationship of anonymity notions for different adversarial
information on sender addresses (ψpk, ψsk)s.

4.3.3 Relationships between anonymity notions

As it is apparent from the definitions presented in the previous section, we can

utilise the Anonymity game to realise a multitude of potential different attacker

scenarios. Identifying the relationships among these is a worthwhile exercise in

order to discern the meaningful aspects of anonymity captured by them and to

compare the strongest security attainable by different schemes.

It is interesting to note that as we vary different security parameters in our model,

their relationships result in a non-trivial lattice as depicted in figures 4.7 and 4.8.

These relations are interpreted as implications, equivalences and separations. The

arrow “7→” represents an implication in the direction of the arrow and a separation

in the opposite direction whereas the double arrow “↔” shows an equivalence

relation. In order to formalise these relationships, we define a set of theorems

that will simplify the process of assessing the anonymity of a currency scheme

and we describe them below.
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Theorem 1. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

ψsks, (ψpk, ψsk)r, ψv, ψm, ψt and β, the notion resulting from increasing the value

of ψpks
while holding others is strictly stronger than the former for the following

scenarios:

i. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β), Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β), ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β)→

ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β)

ii. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β), Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((1,1)s)-(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((1,1)s)-(δ, α, β)

iii. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((4,4)s)-(δ, α, β), Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ((4,4)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.7).

Proof. Part i. Assume a currency scheme Π which is secure against the anonymity

game defined by a given combination of ψpkr
, ψskr , ψv, ψm, ψt, α, β and with

(ψpks
, ψsks) = (3, 0). This means that senders’ addresses are created with respect

to identity information controlled by the adversary and senders’ public keys are

known throughout, yet secret keys are not known. Now consider a scenario with

(ψpks
, ψsks) = (2, 0), while keeping the other parameters fixed. This means that

the adversary has access to the public keys of senders through the oracles and

the addresses are honestly generated. When compared to the former case, the

adversary has less control in the latter scenario. Hence, we can conclude that if
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Π is secure against a more powerful adversary, then it is also secure against a

less powerful adversary since the more powerful one has the ability to perfectly

emulate the less powerful one. i.e. ω-ψ((3, 0)s)-(δ, α, β) → ω-ψ((2, 0)s)-(δ, α, β).

Similarly, if we consider the case where (ψpks
, ψsks) = (1, 0) by only changing

ψpks
, then the adversary gets to know the public keys in the end with secret

keys unknown throughout. In comparison with the case (2, 0), the adversary

has less knowledge about the keys in the case (1, 0). Hence, it is clear that

if Π is secure in (2, 0), it is also secure in (1, 0). i.e. ω-ψ((2, 0)s)-(δ, α, β) →

ω-ψ((1, 0)s)-(δ, α, β). Similarly, (0, 0) case provides even less knowledge to the

adversary compared to (1, 0). Hence, if Π is secure in (1, 0), it is also secure in

(0, 0). i.e. ω-ψ((1, 0)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((0, 0)s)-(δ, α, β).

Part ii. Similar to part i, we can see that in this case ψsks = 1 is fixed. Hence,

ψsks = 3 represents the strongest case, followed by ψpks
= 2 and ψpks

= 1.

Following the same argument as above, we can see that (3, 1) is more powerful

than (2, 1), followed by (1, 1). And hence the implication relations follow from

that.

Part iii. Consider the case where (ψpks
, ψsks)=(4, 4), in which the adversary has

full control over the senders. In comparison, in the (3, 3) case, although the

adversary gets to choose the identity and randomness, he does not have full

control over the senders as the address creation is performed honestly. Hence,

(4, 4) is more powerful than (3, 3) and along the same line of argument as before,

we can say that (4, 4) → (3, 3).

Theorem 2. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

ψpks
, (ψpk, ψsk)r, ψv, ψm, ψt and β, the notion resulting from increasing the value

of ψsks while holding others is strictly stronger than the former for the following

scenarios:
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i. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((0,3)s)-(δ, α, β), Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((0,2)s)-(δ, α, β), ω-ψ((0,1)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ((0,3)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((0,2)s)-(δ, α, β)→

ω-ψ((0,1)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β)

ii. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((1,3)s)-(δ, α, β), Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((1,2)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ((1,3)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((1,2)s)-(δ, α, β)→

ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β)

iii. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((2,3)s)-(δ, α, β), Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((2,2)s)-(δ, α, β), ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ((2,3)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((2,2)s)-(δ, α, β)→

ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β)

iv. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β), Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((3,2)s)-(δ, α, β), ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((3,2)s)-(δ, α, β)→

ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.7).

Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of theorem 1 based on the fact that the

knowledge of secret keys implies the knowledge of the public keys.

Theorem 3. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

(ψpk, ψsk)r, ψv, ψm, ψt and β, the resulting notion from increasing the value of

ψspk while holding others fixed, is equivalent to the former under the following

scenarios;

i. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((0, 1)s)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((1, 1)s)-(δ, α, β) and vice versa.
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i.e. ω-ψ((0, 1)s)-(δ, α, β)↔ ω-ψ((1, 1)s)-(δ, α, β)

ii. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((0, 2)s)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((1, 2)s)-(δ, α, β), ω-ψ((2, 2)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((3, 2)s)-(δ, α, β), and vice

versa.

i.e. ω-ψ((0, 2)s)-(δ, α, β) ↔ ω-ψ((1, 2)s)-(δ, α, β) ↔ ω-ψ((2, 2)s)-(δ, α, β) ↔

ω-ψ((3, 2)s)-(δ, α, β)

iii. given that Π is secure in ω-ψ((0, 3)s)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-

ψ((1, 3)s)-(δ, α, β), ω-ψ((2, 3)s)-(δ, α, β) and ω-ψ((3, 3)s)-(δ, α, β), and vice

versa.

i.e. ω-ψ((0, 3)s)-(δ, α, β) ↔ ω-ψ((1, 3)s)-(δ, α, β) ↔ ω-ψ((2, 3)s)-(δ, α, β) ↔

ω-ψ((3, 3)s)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.7).

Proof. Part i. Assume a currency scheme Π which is secure against the anonymity

game defined by a given combination of ω, δ, α, (ψpk, ψsk)r, ψv, ψm, ψt, β and

with (ψpks
, ψsks) = (0, 1). This means that senders’ public keys are hidden and

the secret keys are also hidden but will be revealed in the end (because ψpks
= 1)

in the game. According to our construction, the knowledge of the secret keys

implies the knowledge of the public keys. Hence, this scenario can be simplified

to a case in which both secret keys and public keys are revealed in the end. Now,

consider the case where (ψpks
, ψsks) = (1, 1) while having all other parameters

fixed. In this case, both secret keys and public keys are revealed in the end. As

such, we can conclude that both cases represent the same amount of knowledge

for the adversary (since all other parameters are constant) and hence both notions

are equivalent. Hence, Π is also secure in the case where (ψpks
, ψsks) = (1, 1). i.e.

ωs̄-ψ((0,1)s)-(δ, α, β)↔ ωs̄-ψ((1,1)s)-(δ, α, β).
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Part ii. Similar to part i, ψsks = 2 in this case corresponds to the case where the

addresses are honestly generated and secret keys are accessible by the adversary

through the oracles during the game. This means that this case is the same

irrespective of ψsks in (0, 2), (1, 2), (2, 2) and (3, 2) through the same line of

argument as before. Hence the equivalence follows.

Part iii. As before, ψsks = 3 models the case where the addresses are generated

based on the randomness chosen by the adversary and the secret keys are already

known to the adversary. Following the same argument, we can say that (1, 3),

(1, 3) and (2, 3) scenarios are equivalent and hence, the above equivalence relation.

Note that the Theorems 1 and 2 also hold for recipient addresses in a similar

manner and hence we do not provide separate theorems for the recipients here.

Separations

Next, we look at several separations between anonymity notions with respect

to sender addresses, which are also illustrated in Figure 4.7 (with the arrow

7→). A separation between two notions A and B given that A → B, means

that there exists a scheme which satisfies B, but not A. We can demonstrate

such separations by providing a counterexample for B → A, assuming that there

exists at least one scheme which satisfies B (i.e. B 9 A). In this case, we can say

that B is strictly weaker than A (i.e. A 7→ B). Accordingly, we construct a set of

theorems to prove these separations, assuming that there exists a scheme, which

satisfies the weaker notion in each case. Corresponding proofs are supported by

counterexamples.

Theorem 4. For given combination of ω, δ, α, (ψpk, ψsk)r, ψv, ψm, ψt and β
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(with ψt 6= 0), assuming the existence of a scheme satisfying the weaker notion

in each pair of notions, the following separations hold for the varying values of

ψpks:

i. ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β),

ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) and

ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β).

ii. ω-ψ((1,1)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β) and

ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β).

iii. ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((4,4)s)-(δ, α, β).

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpkr
, ψskr ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.7).

Proof. Part i.

(a). Assume that there exists a currency scheme Π0 which is secure in

ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β). This means that the scheme is secure against an adversary

who is unable to view the public keys. i.e. These are hidden addresses created

by the oracle. Consider a modified currency scheme Π′0 derived from Π0 such

that the transaction creation process involves encrypting the transaction details

(i.e. all inputs to the transaction). The sender’s public key Spk, treated as a bit

string, is used as the key for this symmetric encryption and the encrypted data

is included in tp as given below:

CreateTxnΠ′
0
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ0
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

t′p ← (tp, EncryptSpk
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (t′p, ts)

}

All other operations in Π′0 are same as those of Π0 (and all other operations

that take tp as an input will only consider the tp portion in the case where tp is
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modified). This modified scheme Π′0 is secure when public keys of the sender are

unknown (hidden) as Π0 is secure in ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β) and the adversary never

knows the keys to decrypt extra transaction information stored in tp. However, if

the adversary gets to know the public keys of the sender (i.e. (ψpks , ψsks) = (1, 0))

at the end of the game, t′p can be decrypted and information about the transaction

will be leaked. Hence, the adversary has a non-negligible advantage over winning

the Anonymity game based on leaked information and hence Π′0 is not secure in

ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β). As shown previously in Theorem 1, ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β)

implies ω-ψ((0,0)s)-(δ, α, β). Hence, we conclude that the latter is strictly weaker

than the former.

(b). Consider a scheme Π1 which is secure in ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β). In this case,

the adversary gets to know the public keys of the sender at the end of the game,

yet is unable to make any transactions with the revealed information. We now

consider a modified scheme Π′1 with a revised version of the transaction creation

functionality where the transaction details are revealed if the sender’s public key

is included in transaction metadata as follows.

CreateTxnΠ′
1
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ1 (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

for all (apk, ask) ∈ S̄ do

if apk = m then

tp ← (tp, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (tp, ts)

}

Other operations of the scheme are similar to those of Π1.

Now, Π′1 is secure in ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β) similar to Π1 since the adversary is

unable to create any new transactions with the sender’s public keys since the

public keys are only revealed in the end. However, with ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β),

adversary has the knowledge of sender’s public keys throughout the game in

which case, a transaction can be created by including the public key in metadata,
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causing the function to leak information about the sender set, so that the

adversary can identify the senders directly. Hence, Π′1 is not secure in this case.

i.e. ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β). Further, Theorem 1 shows

that ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) → ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β). Hence, the latter is strictly

weaker than the former.

(c) Assume that a currency scheme Π2 is secure in ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β). In other

words, Π2 is secure in the case where public keys of the senders are known to the

adversary throughout the game. This scheme is modified to construct a new

scheme Π′2 to have a publicly known special ID (IDs) such that when this ID

is linked with a sender’s address, all transaction details are leaked in tp in the

transaction. Hence, the modified transaction creation process is as follows:

CreateTxnΠ′
2
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ1
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

for all (apk, ask) ∈ S̄ do

if ExtractID(apk) = IDs then

tp ← (tp, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (tp, ts)

}

Other operations of the scheme are similar to those of Π2.

Now, Π′2 is secure in ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) as Π2 is secure in the same since the

adversary does not choose the ID and hence IDs is used only with low probability..

With ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β), the adversary can choose the identity for the sender’s

addresses in which case the special ID can be given to create a sender’s address.

This address can then be used as a sender in a transaction, which will reveal the

transaction information. Hence the scheme is insecure in ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β).

However, ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β) → ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) from Theorem 1. As

ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β) from above, we can conclude that

the former is strictly weaker than the latter.
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Part ii. This proof follows the same line of argument as part (i) with

the only difference being senders’ secret keys revealed in the end and hence

counterexamples can be constructed in a similar manner.

Part iii. Assume that a scheme Π3 is secure in ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β) with the

sender’s identity and randomness being adversarial, but the address is created

honestly. Then, we define a new scheme Π′3 having a special bit b, which indicates

whether the addresses are honestly generated (b = 1) or adversarial (b = 0). We

modify the address creation to indicate whether an address is honestly generated

or adversarial, and also the transaction creation process such that when sender’s

addresses are fully adversarial, all transaction information are included in tp.

These modified functions are given below:

CreateAddrΠ′
3
(p, id; ρ){

(apk, ask, tp, ts) ← CreateAddrΠ3
(p, id; ρ)

return (apk, (ask, 1), tp, ts)

}

CreateTxnΠ′
3
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ3
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

for all a ∈ S̄ do

(apk, (ask, b)) ← a

if b = 0 then

tp ← (tp, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

else

tp ← (tp, ∅)

return (tp, ts)

}

Now, Π′3 is secure in ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β) since the scheme functions similar to Π3

which is already secure in the above setting. However, the adversary can create

an address for a sender themselves of the form (apk, (ask, 0)), which will cause

CreateTxn to reveal the transaction details in tp, thus giving the adversary a non-

negligible advantage in the game. Hence, Π′3 is not secure in ω-ψ((4,4)s)-(δ, α, β),

which means that ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((4,4)s)-(δ, α, β). We already

know that ω-ψ((4,4)s)-(δ, α, β) → ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β). Thus we can conclude

that the latter is strictly weaker than the former.
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We now look at the separations between notions arising from varying the

knowledge of secret keys of the senders while keeping other information fixed.

Theorem 5. For given combination of ω, δ, α, (ψpk, ψsk)r, ψv, ψm, ψt and β

(with ψt 6= 0), assuming the existence of a scheme satisfying the weaker notion

in each pair of notions, the following separations hold for the varying values of

ψsks:

i. ω-ψ((1,0)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((1,1)s)-(δ, α, β).

ii. ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β), and

ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((2,2)s)-(δ, α, β).

iii. ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β),

ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((3,2)s)-(δ, α, β) and

ω-ψ((3,2)s)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ((3,3)s)-(δ, α, β).

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.7).

Proof. Part i. This proof is similar to the proof of part (a) of Theorem 4 where the

public key is replaced by the secret key. Thus, the modified scheme’s transaction

process is altered so that additional transaction details are encrypted using the

sender’s secret keys.

Part ii.

(a) The proof of ω-ψ((2,0)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β) is similar to the

proof in part (i) above under the same argument.

(b) The proof of ω-ψ((2,1)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((2,2)s)-(δ, α, β) is similar to the

proof in part (b) of Theorem 4, with the modification such that sender’s secret

key is included in metadata instead of the public key.
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Part iii. The proofs of ω-ψ((3,0)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β), and

ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((3,2)s)-(δ, α, β) are similar to the proofs in part

(ii) above.

The proof of ω-ψ((3,1)s)-(δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ((3,2)s)-(δ, α, β) is similar to the proof

in Part i (c) of Theorem 1.

Note here that above separations may not hold in the same manner in all scenarios

for recipients’ addresses since the knowledge of senders’ addresses may leak more

information related to transactions compared to the knowledge of recipients.

Hence, in the presence of the knowledge of senders, some parametric combinations

with respect to recipients may be indifferent. However, there can be obvious

separations such as (0, 0)r 9 (4, 4)r based on a given context. Hence, we do not

explicitly formalise such separations here with respect to recipient addresses.

Next, we formulate the relationships between notions resulting from varying

adversarial powers; state initialisation, state manipulation and ability to cause

minting to fail. We consider implications and separations in this connection as

illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Theorem 6. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, ψ

and β, the following holds for varying values of α:

i. given Π is secure in ω-ψ-(δ,3α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ,3α, β) → ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β)

ii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β) → ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β)

iii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ-(δ,0α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β) → ω-ψ-(δ,0α, β)
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Hence, the adversary in the latter case is less powerful than the former. Thus it

follows that Π is also secure against ω-ψ-(δ, 2α, β) given that Π is secure against

a more powerful adversary in ω-ψ-(δ, 3α, β).

Part ii. Similar to part i, the adversary is more powerful when α = 2 than with

α = 1, since the adversary has no control over state initialisation in the latter

case. Hence, given a scheme Π is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 2α, β), it is clear that Π is also

secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 1α, β).

Part iii. Applying the same argument as before, the adversary has less information

when α = 0 compared to α = 1. Hence, given that a currency scheme Π is secure

against ω-ψ-(δ, 1α, β), then Π is also secure against a less powerful adversary,

ω-ψ-(δ, 0α, β).

Theorem 7. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, α, ψ

and β, the following holds for varying values of δ :

i. given Π is secure in ω-ψ-(2δ, α, β) then Π is also secure in ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(2δ, α, β) → ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β)

ii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β) then Π is also secure in ω-ψ-(0δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β) → ω-ψ-(0δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.8(a)).

Proof. δ = 2 represents the strongest adversary with the capability to manipulate

the state whereas the adversary is only able to view the state when δ = 1 while

keeping other capabilities fixed, hence representing a weaker adversary. Similarly

with δ = 0, the state is private and hence the adversary is the weakest in this

respect, being unable to view the state. Using the same line of argument, if a
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scheme is secure against a given adversary, it is also secure in a weaker adversary,

we can see that ω-ψ-(2δ, α, β) represents a more powerful attacker than ω-ψ-

(1δ, α, β) and also ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β) is more powerful than ω-ψ-(0δ, α, β), hence it is

clear that both implications are true.

Theorem 8. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, α and

ψ with ψt > 0, given that Π is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, α,1β) then Π is also secure in

ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ, α,1β) → ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.8(a)).

Proof. Consider a currency scheme Π which is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, α,1β) with ψt >

0. In this case, the adversary is able to cause minting to fail so that failed mint

operations may leak information about the corresponding transaction. On the

other hand, β = 0 represents a weaker adversary as no additional information is

leaked in this case. As the scheme Π is secure against a more powerful adversary

with β = 1, we can conclude that Π is also secure against any weaker adversary,

and an adversary with β = 0. i.e. ω-ψ-(δ, α,1β) → ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β).

Theorem 9. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

(ψpk, ψsk)s, ψm, ψt and β, the following holds for varying values of ψv:

i. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(3v)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(2v)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(3v)-(δ, α, β) → ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β)

ii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(1v)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β) → ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β)
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iii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(0v)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β) → ω-ψ(0v)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.8(e)).

Proof. As before, it is clear that ψv = 3 represents a stronger adversary compared

to ψv = 2 and ψv = 2 adversary is stronger than ψv = 1 by our construction and

ψv = 1 adversary is stronger than ψv = 0. Hence, given that a currency scheme

Π is secure against a ψv = 3 adversary, then Π is also secure against ψv = 2.

Similarly, Π is also secure in ψv = 1 then in ψv = 0.

Theorem 10. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

(ψpk, ψsk)s, ψv, ψt and β, the following holds for varying values of ψm:

i. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(3m)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(2m)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(3m)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(2m)-(δ, α, β)

ii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(2m)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(1m)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(2m)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(1m)-(δ, α, β)

iii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(1m)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(0m)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(1m)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(0m)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.8(f)).
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Proof. Adhering to the same line of argument, with ψm = 3, the adversary is

more powerful than ψm = 2 adversary, since the adversary has full control over

metadata in the former case. Hence it follows that given a currency scheme

which is secure against a ψm = 3 adversary, the scheme is also secure against

a less powerful ψm = 2 adversary. And through the same line of argument, it

follows that (ψm = 2)→ (ψm = 1) and (ψm = 1)→ (ψm = 0).

Theorem 11. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

(ψpk, ψsk)s, (ψpk, ψsk)r ψv, ψm and β, the following holds for varying values of ψt;

i. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(5t)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(4t)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(5t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(4t)-(δ, α, β)

ii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(4t)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(3t)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(4t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(3t)-(δ, α, β)

iii. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(3t)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(2t)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(3t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(2t)-(δ, α, β)

iv. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(2t)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(1t)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(2t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(1t)-(δ, α, β)

v. given Π is secure in ω-ψ(1t)-(δ, α, β), then Π is also secure in ω-ψ(0t)-

(δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ(1t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(0t)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.8(b)).
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Proof. Part i. Consider a currency scheme Π which is secure in ω-ψ(5t)-(δ, α, β).

With ψt = 5, the adversary has the highest possible knowledge of the transaction

as the adversary creates the transaction and hence is more powerful than any

other adversary having the knowledge of ψt < 5 (while having other parameters

fixed). This means that if a currency scheme Π is secure against a stronger

adversary with ψt = 5, then Π is secure against less powerful adversaries; e.g. an

adversary with ψt = 4. i.e. ω-ψ(5t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(4t)-(δ, α, β).

Part ii. Similarly, ω-ψ(4t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(3t)-(δ, α, β) also holds as being able to

choose the randomness for the transaction (ψt = 4) leaks additional information

about the transaction to the adversary earlier in the game compared to knowing

that at the end of the game (ψt = 3), which models a weaker adversary.

Part iii. With ψt = 3, the knowledge of the randomness of the transaction

(i.e. actual coins involved) provides more information to the adversary than just

the secret part of the transaction ts (i.e. ψt = 2). Hence, ω-ψ(3t)-(δ, α, β) →

ω-ψ(2t)-(δ, α, β) holds.

Part iv. With the same argument, ψt = 2 represents a more powerful adversary

than ψ1 with the knowledge of just the public part of the transaction.

i.e. ω-ψ(2t)-(δ, α, β)→ ω-ψ(1t)-(δ, α, β).

Part v. In this case of ψt = 1, the adversary is able to view the transaction

whereas when ψt = 0, the transaction is hidden. Hence, the former case shows a

more powerful adversary than the latter case. Accordingly, ω-ψ(1t)-(δ, α, β) →

ω-ψ(0t)-(δ, α, β).

Next, we look at the separations that exist between the anonymity notions

resulting in varying adversarial power by providing counterexamples.
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Theorem 12. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ,

ψ and β (with δ ∈ {0, 1}), following separations hold for varying values of α,

assuming the existence of a scheme which is secure in the weaker notion in each

pair of notions:

i. ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ-(δ,3α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β) 9 ω-ψ-(δ,3α, β)

ii. ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β) 9 ω-ψ-(δ,2α, β)

iii. ω-ψ-(δ,0α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ,0α, β) 9 ω-ψ-(δ,1α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt, β ∈ {0, 1}

and δ ∈ {0, 1, 2} (Figure 4.8(d)).

Proof. Part i. The two notions here differ only based on whether the state

initialisation is honest or adversarial. Assume that there exists a currency scheme

Π which is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 2α, β), where the state is initialised through an honest

initialisation based on the randomness r chosen by the adversary. Consider a

modified currency scheme Π′, where the state is modified to represent the nature

of initialisation as (p, b). Here, b = 1 represents an honest initialisation and with

b = 0, the adversary initialises the state, in which case the transaction creation

process leaks information in tp. Modified operations are as follows:

InitΠ′ (1λ; ρ){

p0 ← InitΠ(1λ; ρ)

return (p0, 1)

}

CreateTxnΠ′ (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(p, b)← p; (tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

if b = 0 then return ((tp, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m)), ts)

else return (tp, ts)

}
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All other operations of Π′ are similar to those in Π. In the case of a ω-ψ-(δ, 2α, β)

adversary, Π′ is secure as the state is initialised honestly, resulting in b = 1 and

hence the scheme executes the honest functionality, which operates similar to Π.

Conversely with α = 3, the adversary has the ability to perform the initialisation

themselves, and hence can choose b = 0, which causes the CreateTxn to leak

transaction information in tp (here we assume δ < 2). Hence, Π is insecure in

ω-ψ-(δ, 3α, β), proving that the former notion is strictly weaker than the latter.

Part ii. The difference between the two cases of α = 1 and α = 2 is that

in the former, the randomness is public whereas the latter involves adversarial

randomness. Assume that there exists a currency scheme Π0 which is secure

in ω-ψ-(δ, 1α, β) (with δ < 2), where the state is initialised through an honest

initialisation based on public randomness r. We consider a modified scheme Π′0

where the adversary is able to set a bit b when the randomness is equal to zero (i.e.

r = 00..0), in which case the state leaks all transaction information in tp (similar

to the construction in the proof of Theorem 4). Hence, the state initialisation

and transaction creation in Π′0 are modified as follows:

InitΠ′
0
(1λ; r){

p0 ← InitΠ0 (1λ; r)

if r = 00..0 then p0 ← (p0, 1)

else p0 ← (p0, 0)

return p0

}

CreateTxnΠ′
0
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(p, b)← p

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ0 (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

if b = 1 then tp ← (tp, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (tp, ts)

}

Now, with the honest initialisation (r 6= 0..0), the state will be initialised through

InitΠ0 with the bit 0, thus creating an honest setup, i.e. α = 1. Hence, Π′0 is

secure in this case as Π0 is secure against this adversary. However, it should be

noted that there may be a situation where r = 0...0 even in the honest scenario

with a very small probability of 1/2λ which is negligible and hence we can assume

that Π is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 1α, β) in the honest case.
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With α = 2, the adversary can choose the randomness and thus he chooses

r = 0..0, which allows him to set the bit b = 1. In this case, the state will reveal

transaction details in tp, thus leaking all transaction details. Hence, Π0′ is not

secure in this case. This means that Π′0 is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 1α, β) but not secure

in ω-ψ-(δ, 2α, β), and therefore the former is strictly weaker than the latter.

Part iii. Assume that there exists a scheme Π2 which is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 0α, β)

(with δ < 0). Here, an honest state setup takes place with hidden randomness. In

comparison, randomness involved in the setup is public when α = 1. We consider

a modified construction Π′2 in which the state stores the randomness as shown

below:

InitΠ′
2
(1λ; r) = (InitΠ2

(1λ; r), r)

Further, the transaction creation is modified so that the randomness is used to

encrypt transaction details, which is then leaked out in tp. If the adversary has the

knowledge of the randomness, then they can decrypt the transaction information

from tp. The modified transaction creation operation is as follows.

CreateTxnΠ′
2
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(p, r)← p

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ2 (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

tp ← (tp, Encryptr(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (tp, ts)

}

Now, Π′2 is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 0α, β) when the randomness is hidden as Π2 is

secure in this. However, with α = 1, the adversary has the knowledge of the

randomness r and thus they are able to decrypt the transactions, which will

reveal the transaction information, making the scheme insecure. Hence, This

shows that Π′2 can be secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 0α, β) but not secure in ω-ψ-(δ, 1α, β). i.e.

the former is strictly weaker than the latter.
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Theorem 13. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, α,

ψ and β (with α 6= 0 and ψt > 0), following separations hold for varying values

of δ, assuming the existence of a scheme which is secure in the weaker notion in

each pair of notion as follows:

i. ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ-(2δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β)-β 9 ω-ψ-(2δ, α, β)

ii. ω-ψ-(0δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(0δ, α, β) 9 ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and α ∈ {1, 2, 3} (Figure 4.8(a)).

Proof. Part i. The difference between the two scenarios where δ = 1 and δ = 2 is

that with the latter case, the adversary is able to manipulate the state whereas

in the former, the adversary can only view the state. Suppose that there exists a

scheme Π1, which is secure in ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β).

We now consider a scheme Π′1, a modified construction of Π1, similar to the one in

Part iii of the proof of Theorem 12, with the addition of a bit b ∈ {0, 1} returned

along with the randomness in the state initialisation of Π′1 as (InitΠ1(1λ, r), r, b).

The instance where b = 1 represents an honest scenario where all operations of

the scheme Π′1 are the same as Π1. Conversely, when b = 0, the scheme executes

the modified CreateTxn as in the above mentioned proof, which encrypts the

transaction details using the randomness r.

With δ = 1, Π′1 is secure in ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β) as Π1 is. Now with δ = 2, the

adversary is able to manipulate the state and hence they choose b = 0 to

execute the modified transaction creation so that the state will leak all transaction
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information through tp, making Π′1 insecure. Hence Π′1 is secure in ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β)

but not in ω-ψ-(2δ, α, β) and thus the former is strictly weaker than the latter.

Part ii. When δ = 0, the state is hidden and the state can be viewed with

δ = 1. Suppose that a currency scheme Π0 is secure in ω-ψ-(0δ, α, β). Consider

a modified construction of this Π′0, which is exactly the same as the construction

in part iii of the proof of the Theorem 12, with the same state initialisation and

the transaction creation. Now, with δ = 0, the adversary is unable to view the

state, and hence the randomness is also hidden in the state. As Π0 is secure when

δ = 0, Π′0 is also secure. However, with δ = 1, the adversary is able to view the

state and hence the randomness, which allows them to decrypt the transaction

information embedded in tp, giving them a non-negligible advantage over winning

the game. As such, Π′0 is not secure in this case. Accordingly, we can conclude

that ω-ψ-(0δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ-(1δ, α, β).

Theorem 14. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, α

and ψ ( δ = 0), there exists a scheme Π which is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β) but not

secure in ω-ψ-(δ, α,1β).

i.e. ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β) 9 ω-ψ-(δ, α,1β) where ω =∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2,

3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ = 0

(Figure 4.8(a)).

Proof. Consider a currency scheme Π which is secure when failed minting is not

allowed, i.e. secure in ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β). We construct a new scheme Π′ based on

Π by modifying the state to be (p, vs), where a special value vs is initialised in

the state, which is used to encrypt transaction details, which is included in tp

(Assuming δ = 0). Further, the minting operation is also modified so that if

a mint operation fails, it will leak the special value vs together with the error

message. Modified operations are given below.
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InitΠ′ (1λ; ρ){

p0 ← InitΠ(1λ; ρ); return (p0, vs)

}

CreateTxnΠ′ (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

t′p ← (tp, Encryptvs (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (t′p, ts)

}

MintΠ′ (T,Rm, p; ρ) {

T ′ ← {tp : (tp, c) ∈ T}

C′ ← {c : (tp, c) ∈ T}

X ← MintΠ(T ′, Rm, p; ρ)

if X = ⊥ then

return (⊥, c′, vs)

(p′, Vx) ← X

return ((p′, vs), Vx)

}

Now, Π′ is secure in ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β) similar to Π. However, when β = 1, the

adversary can cause minting to fail and when minting fails, the resulting error

leaks the special value vs and the encrypted transaction data. Hence, the

adversary can decrypt the transaction information, which makes Π′ insecure

against this adversary. Thus, we can prove that ω-ψ-(δ, α,0β) is strictly weaker

than ω-ψ-(δ, α,1β).

It is noteworthy that the above relationship can be valid for many other instances

based on system specific parameters. We proved this only for one such scenario

with δ = 0.

Theorem 15. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

(ψpk, ψsk)s, ψm, ψt and β (with ψt > 0 and ωv = 1), the following separations hold

for varying values of ψv and for sufficiently long transaction values, assuming the

existence of a scheme satisfying the weaker notion out of each pair:

i. ω-ψ(0v)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β) given that the sum

of Vold is sufficiently high.

ii. ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β)

iii. ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(3v)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψt, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, β ∈ {0, 1} and

δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.8(e)).
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Proof. Part i. The difference between the two scenarios is that with ψv = 0,

transaction values are unknown to the adversary whereas when ψv = 1, the

values will be revealed at the end of the game. Assume that a scheme Π0 exists

such that it is secure in ω-ψ(0v)-(δ, α, β). Consider a modified scheme Π′0 with

a modified transaction creation operation, which involves encrypting transaction

details using the sum of transaction values (v =
∑

vi∈Vold) and then including it

with tp. The modified transaction creation is given below.

CreateTxnΠ′
0
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ0
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

t′p ← (tp, Encryptv(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (t′p, ts)

}

Here we want the possible range of v to be sufficiently high so that there is enough

entropy in v to ensure that the adversary cannot easily guess the value. Further,

when ψv < 2, the adversary chooses an upper bound Vmax for the values and we

should have vi ≥ 2λ : vi ∈ Vmax in order to ensure that the adversary does not

gain a non-negligible advantage (and we also assume that Vmax is large enough).

Other functions of the scheme are the same as in Π0.

Now, when ψv = 0 the adversary does not have access to the transaction values,

and hence Π′0 will function similar to Π0, which is secure against this adversary.

In the case of ψv = 1, the adversary can view the transaction values at the end of

the game, which enables them to decrypt all the transaction details from tp using

the key v calculated from the transaction values. This provides a non-negligible

advantage to the adversary to win the game and hence Π′0 is insecure in this

case. Therefore, we can conclude that ω-ψ(0v)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than

ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β), given that v is sufficiently high.

Part ii. Consider a scheme Π1 similar to the construction defined in the proof of

Theorem 4 part (i) b, which is secure in ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β). This scheme is slightly
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modified in Π′1, where the modified CreateTxn function reveals all transaction

details if the sum of the transaction values v is in metadata (instead of the public

keys of the sender). Note that in this case, the scheme should allow for sufficiently

long metadata so that it is not trivial for the adversary to detect the value.

With this construction, Π′1 is secure in ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β), as Π1 is secure in

the same by our assumption, given that transaction values have a high enough

entropy, which makes it harder for the adversary to guess the values. In the case of

ψv = 2, transaction values are known to the adversary throughout the game which

enables them to craft a transaction by embedding the sum v in metadata. As

this leaks information about the transaction details, Π′1 is not secure against this

adversary, i.e. ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β). Hence, we can conclude that ω-ψ(1v)-(δ, α, β)

is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β) under the given conditions.

Part iii. The two scenarios in this case differs in how the transaction value is

chosen between honest and adversarial choices. This proof can be constructed

similar to the proof of Theorem 4 Part (i) c, with a modification to the CreateTxn

function so that if a special transaction value vs (instead of the special ID in that

proof) appears in a transaction, all transaction details are revealed. As in the

previous parts however, this value vs should have a sufficiently high entropy so

that vs is not chosen accidentally except with negligible probability. Accordingly,

we can show that ω-ψ(2v)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(3v)-(δ, α, β)

subject to the above condition.

Theorem 16. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ,

α, (ψpk, ψsk)s, ψv, ψt and β (with ψt > 0, δ > 0), the following separations hold

for varying values of ψm and for sufficiently long metadata values, assuming the

existence of a scheme satisfying the weaker notion in each pair of notions:

i. ω-ψ(2m)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(3m)-(δ, α, β)
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ii. ω-ψ(1m)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(2m)-(δ, α, β)

iii. ω-ψ(0m)-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-ψ(1m)-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.8(f)).

Proof. (Sketch)

The proof follows the same line of argument as the proof in Theorem 15 subject

to the condition that the schemes allow for sufficiently long metadata (i.e. |m| =

poly(λ)) so that there is no trivial information leakage to the adversaries.

Theorem 17. For a currency scheme Π and for a given combination of ω, δ, α,

(ψpk, ψsk)s, ψv, ψm and β the following separations hold for varying values of ψt,

assuming the existence of a scheme satisfying the weaker notion in each pair of

notions:

i. ω-(ψ(0t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(1t))-(δ, α, β) .

ii. ω-(ψ(1t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(2t))-(δ, α, β) .

iii. ω-(ψ(2t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(3t))-(δ, α, β).

iv. ω-(ψ(3t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(4t))-(δ, α, β) .

v. ω-(ψ(4t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(5t))-(δ, α, β).

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, β ∈ {0, 1}] and

δ ∈ {1, 2}(Figure 4.8(c)).

Proof. Part i. The two scenarios represented by the notions in this case differ

only in terms of whether the adversary has knowledge of the transaction. With
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ψt = 0 the transaction is hidden whereas when ψt = 0, tp is revealed at the end

of the game.

Consider a scheme Π0, which is secure in ω-(ψ(0t))-(δ, α, β). This means that

the scheme is secure when the transaction (tp) is hidden. We construct a new

scheme Π′0 from this with a modified transaction creation operation, which leaks

all transaction information in tp as below.

CreateTxnΠ′
0
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ0
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

t′p ← (tp, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (t′p, ts)

}

Now, Π′0 against an ω-(ψ(0t))-(δ, α, β) adversary, as tp is hidden and Π′0 operates

in the same manner as Π0. When ψt = 1, the adversary gets to view tp at the end

of the game, which leaks all transaction details as per the modification above,

thus making the scheme insecure against this adversary. Hence, Π′0 is not secure

in ω-(ψ(1t))-(δ, α, β) although the scheme is secure in ω-(ψ(0t))-(δ, α, β). Thus,

we conclude that the latter is strictly weaker than the former.

Part ii. The two cases here differ in the adversary’s knowledge of tp or ts. We

consider a currency scheme Π1 which is secure in ω-(ψ(1t))-(δ, α, β). Hence,

Π1 is secure when tp is leaked to the adversary. We now consider a modified

construction of Π1, Π′1 with the following transaction creation operation so that

ts always leaks all transaction information.

CreateTxnΠ′
1
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ1
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

t′s ← (ts, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (tp, t′s)

}

In the case where ψt = 1, tp is revealed to the adversary at the end of the

game and Π′1 is secure in ω-(ψ(1t))-(δ, α, β) since Π1 is secure here as tp does not

reveal any additional information. When ψt = 2, ts is revealed to the adversary
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which leaks all transaction details, thus giving the adversary a non-negligible

advantage in the game. Hence, Π′1 is not secure against this adversary. Therefore,

ω-(ψ(1t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(2t))-(δ, α, β).

Part iii. With ψt = 3, the randomness of the actual coins involved in the

transaction is revealed to the adversary as opposed to revealing just the ts

when ψt = 2. For this proof, we consider a scheme Π2, which is secure in

ω-(ψ(2t))-(δ, α, β). i.e. Π2 is secure against an adversary who has the knowledge

of ts. Then, we construct a new scheme Π′2 from Π2 by modifying the transaction

creation process where transaction is created using the hash of the randomness

r and use r as a symmetric key to encrypt transaction details, which is then

included in tp as below.

CreateTxnΠ′
2
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; r) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ2
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; Hash(r))

t′p ← (tp, Encryptr(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (t′p, ts)

}

Now Π′2 is secure when ψt = 2 as Π2 is secure against an adversary having the

knowledge of ts given that the hash function is one-way (i.e. the adversary may

be able to recover the hash of r from ts, but not r). When the adversary is able

to view the randomness r of the coins in the transaction (i.e. ψt = 3), they can

decrypt the transaction details leaked in tp using the key r and hence can gain

a non-negligible advantage in the game. Hence, it makes Π′2 not secure against

this adversary. Thus, Π′2 is secure when ψt = 2 but not when ψt = 3. i.e.

ω-(ψ(2t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(3t))-(δ, α, β).

Part iv. The difference between the two notions in this case is that the adversary

gets to choose the coins (i.e. randomness of the coins) with ψt = 4. Here we

consider a scheme Π3, which is secure against an adversary who has the knowledge

of the randomness of the coins in the transaction with ψt = 3 and δ > 0. Then

we construct a modified scheme Π′3 similar to the above except that if a special
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randomness rs is used, all transaction details are leaked in tp as follows:

CreateTxnΠ′
3
(R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ) {

(tp, ts)← CreateTxnΠ3 (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m, p; ρ)

if ρ = rs then

t′p ← (tp, (R, Vnew, S̄, Vold,m))

return (t′p, ts)

else return (tp, ts)

}

Π′3 is secure in ω-(ψ(3t))-(δ, α, β) as Π3 is. However, in the case where ψt = 4,

the adversary has the ability to choose the randomness, and hence can choose the

special randomness rs, which causes tp to reveal all transaction details. Hence,

Π′3 is not secure against this adversary although it is secure when ψt = 3, thus

it is proven that ω-(ψ(3t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(4t))-(δ, α, β) for

δ > 0.

Part v.

In these two notions, the adversary is able to create the transaction when ψt = 5

whereas they can only choose the randomness when ψt = 4. Consider a scheme

Π4 which is secure against an adversary in ω-(ψ(4t))-(δ, α, β).

We then construct a new scheme Π′4 with the state initialised as InitΠ′4
(1λ; ρ) =

(InitΠ4(1λ; ρ), 0) (i.e. state will be of the form (p, 0)) and tp is modified as (tp, b)

with b ∈ {0, 1}. When b = 1, the minting operation leaks the details of all

minted transactions (i.e.{tp} ) in the state. We also assume that δ > 0 in this

case. Accordingly, the modified minting operation is as follows while all other

functions operate the same as in Π4:

MintΠ′
4
({(tp, b)}, Rm, (p, 0)) {

p1 ← MintΠ4 ({tp}, Rm, p)

if b = 1 then return (p1, {tp})

else return (p1, 0) }

Now, Π′4 is secure when ψt = 4, since Π4 is secure against an adversary with the
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ability to choose the randomness of the coins for the transaction. However, when

the adversary is capable of creating the transaction (i.e. ψt = 5), they can choose

b = 1 (i.e. return (tp, 1) as an input in the game) so that the minting operation

leaks the information of all minted transactions. In this case, the adversary

can gain additional information about the minted transactions by looking at the

minted state (as δ > 0) and thus has a non-negligible advantage in winning the

game. Hence, Π′4 is not secure against this adversary and thus this proves that

ω-(ψ(4t))-(δ, α, β) is strictly weaker than ω-(ψ(5t))-(δ, α, β).

It should be noted that in some cases the separations are not known to hold for

all values of the unspecified parameters. Further, some relationships depend on

what information is contained in each entity and how they can be interpreted

together with other relevant parameters, so that no obvious links can be defined.

Based on the above theorems, we also define the following corollaries.

Corollary 1. Given that a currency scheme Π is secure in the strongest

anonymity notion (i.e. secure against the strongest possible adversary), then Π

is also secure in any other notion (any other adversary).

i.e. (1s1r1v1m)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 1β)→ ω-ψ-(δ, α, β)

where ω ∈ {1, 0}4, ψpk, ψsk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ψv, ψm ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ψt ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β ∈ {0, 1} and δ ∈ {1, 2} (Figure 4.7).

Proof. (sketch) This follows from the above theorems as illustrated in figures 4.7

and 4.8 since this notion is the strongest among all. Accordingly, we name this

notion as Absolute Fungibility or as the notion of ALL-IND-FULL-FULL.
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S-IND-KNW-PWR R-IND-KNW-PWR V-IND-KNW-PWR M-IND-KNW-PWR

S-ULK-KNW-PWR R-ULK-KNW-PWR V-ULK-KNW-PWR M-ULK-KNW-PWR

Figure 4.9: Relations between indistinguishability and unlinkability (Corollary 2).

Corollary 2. For a currency scheme Π and for a given entity, indistinguishability

with respect to that entity implies unlinkability with all other parameters which

are not linked to the entity are kept fixed. i.e.

i. given Π is secure in S-IND-KNW-PWR for a given adversarial knowledge

KNW of recipients, value and metadata and given adversarial power PWR,

then Π is also secure in S-ULK-KNW-PWR.

i.e. S-IND-KNW-PWR → S-ULK-KNW-PWR

ii. given Π is secure in R-IND-KNW-PWR for a given adversarial knowledge

KNW of senders, value and metadata and given adversarial power PWR,

then Π is also secure in R-ULK-KNW-PWR.

i.e. R-IND-KNW-PWR → R-ULK-KNW-PWR

iii. given Π is secure in V-IND-KNW-PWR for a given adversarial knowledge

KNW of senders, recipients and metadata and given adversarial power

PWR, then Π is also secure in V-ULK-KNW-PWR.

i.e. V-IND-KNW-PWR → V-ULK-KNW-PWR

iv. given Π is secure in M-IND-KNW-PWR for a given adversarial knowledge

KNW of senders, recipients and value and given adversarial power PWR,

then Π is also secure in M-ULK-KNW-PWR.

i.e. M-IND-KNW-PWR → M-ULK-KNW-PWR

(Figure 4.9)

Proof. (sketch) Part i. From the definitions of S-IND (definition 4) and S-ULK

(definition 5), the difference between the two notions is that (ψspk , ψssk) = (2, 0)
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in S-IND and it is (0, 0) in S-ULK. Then from Theorem 1, it follows that (2, 0)s →

(0, 0)s and hence the implication follows.

Part ii. Similarly, follows from Theorem 1 with respect to recipients.

Part iii. Follows from Theorem 9.

Part iv. Follows from Theorem 10.

Conversely, the weakest adversary is represented by the notion NIL-IND-NIL-NIL

represented by the vector (0000)ω-((0, 0)s, (0, 0)r, 0v, 0m, 0t)ψ-(0δ, 0α, 0β) with all

entities hidden (definition 19). Note that this notion is trivial in that no adversary

can ever win the corresponding game with greater success than a blind guess since

the transactions t0 and t1 are, aside from randomness (which is also hidden),

identical.

4.4 Discussion

Our main goal in this chapter is to develop a framework to model anonymity

in decentralised systems such as cryptocurrencies. The anonymity game we

constructed in this connection is capable of capturing a plethora of unique

anonymity notions (the game itself supports 23,040,000 unique parameter

vectors out of which over 600,000 represent meaningful realisations) based on

an exhaustive adversarial model. Further, our model facilitates modelling

of anonymity with respect to many entities, without being restricted to the

participants of a transaction only as focused as is the case in many existing

studies. This type of analysis may provide useful insights on how privacy could

be compromised in many different ways. For example, learning the details of

transactions having a given value may leak valuable information about the flow of
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funds in a transaction graph. Hence, our framework enables systematic modelling

of anonymity along multiple dimensions as opposed to existing methodologies,

which are mostly based on the functional level as outlined in Chapter 2. It is

noteworthy that this framework has been built as a general framework, in order to

achieve a unified means for modelling a wide range of cryptocurrencies. For this

purpose, the framework approximates implementation details, without referring

to currency-specific information. Hence, we emphasise here that the generality of

the framework is merely by design and not a limitation.

The absence of formalised definitions for various anonymity notions poses a

barrier for effective comparison of different constructions. This has also resulted

in various interpretations of anonymity aspects across diverse implementations.

Conversely, our solution supports the formalisation of each parametric vector in

terms of a unique anonymity definition as explained through a set of examples

in Section 4.3.2. We define these notions around the two privacy notions;

indistinguishability and unlinkability, so that these can be compared with many

existing anonymity representations. In addition, the naming convention we use for

these formal anonymity definitions closely follows the conventional cryptographic

security definitions, so that the notions reveal relevant adversarial capabilities

related to each notion. This simplifies the representation of parametric vectors

corresponding to each attacker scenario, while indicating the differences between

them.

Another important contribution presented in this chapter is the investigation of

relationships among the anonymity notions represented by different parametric

vectors in the game. While it is paramount to understand the implications

and dependencies of different attributes within the entities in a given system,

it is equally important to formalise the same so that it simplifies the analysis of

anonymity across different constructions. Accordingly, we have presented a set of
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theorems, which formalise the implications, equivalences and separations among

anonymity notions resulting from our framework, with respect to individual

parameters. During this process, we have identified that some anonymity

parameters are directly influenced by the transaction graph whereas others have

indirect dependencies which are not obvious. Hence, these theorems provide a

useful means of evaluation and comparison of anonymity of currency schemes

effectively and precisely. More importantly, this strenuous exercise reveals

the complexity of anonymity in the multi-dimensional parametric space we

have constructed through our framework, which would not have been apparent

otherwise.

We have since published the contributions in this chapter in [5]. We demonstrate

the applicability of this framework in real-world settings through analysis

outcomes obtained from several case studies in the following chapter.



Chapter 5

Analysis of Anonymity: Case

Studies

This chapter provides insights on the application of the anonymity framework

we developed in the previous chapter. We present several case studies based on

real world cryptocurrency schemes to demonstrate how this framework can be

utilised to evaluate anonymity aspects of cryptocurrency schemes effectively and

draw useful comparisons among them.

5.1 Introduction

As argued in Chapter 4, the concept of anonymity can be interpreted in many

different ways and hence anonymity in a given context depends on a number

of factors. We have encapsulated these elements in a common template which

can be applied to a wide range of cryptocurrencies. Now, we are in a position

to examine how to apprehend anonymity properties of specific cryptocurrencies
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through the eyes of this template.

In this section, we study a toy example, a Trusted Third Party (TTP) scheme

to obtain a taste of the highest level of anonymity that can be modelled through

our framework. In contrast, Bitcoin is perceived to have a very weak level of

anonymity as claimed in studies such as [71, 77, 100]. Ethereum on the other

hand, is even weaker with respect to anonymity due to its account-based model

as presented in [18, 50, 100]. In this context, we explore the anonymity aspects

of Bitcoin, together with several other schemes that claim to possess higher levels

of anonymity under our anonymity framework.

It should be noted however that our intention here is not to prove any particular

anonymity property, but to consider them as axioms taken on faith from primary

sources and translate claimed security properties into our notation. Further, to

consider all anonymity notions resulting from our framework would be infeasible

within the scope of this study. Instead, we focus on specific notions of interest,

which could be linked to the attributes discussed in the literature, and also be of

use in providing meaningful comparisons within them.

We summarise the contribution included in this chapter as follows.

5.2 Our Contributions

The focus of this chapter is to present the findings of several case studies

conducted with respect to a group of cryptocurrency schemes using the

constructed anonymity framework. For this purpose, we present case studies for a

Trusted Third Party Scheme and the Bitcoin, Zcash, Monero and Mimblewimble

currency schemes, all having diverse implementations. Further, we also provide

comparisons of chosen anonymity notions across these schemes.
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5.3 Analysis of anonymity

As mentioned above, here we focus on specific notions of interest towards our

purpose of demonstrating how our framework can be deployed to characterise

anonymity properties of actual cryptocurrencies, precisely. We consider

Indistinguishability (IND) and Unlinkability (ULK) notions related to sender

(S), recipient (R) and value (V), in a bid to provide a meaningful comparison

across real-world currency schemes. It should be noted that we do not consider

the anonymity notions with respect to metadata here, since they may represent

different information in each scheme, thus making comparisons unproductive.

We start by analysing a Trusted Third Party (TTP) scheme, which has a very

high level of anonymity, as a benchmark for comparison. Then, we study the

Bitcoin system, followed by Zcash, Monero and Mimblewimble, all three of which

claim to have convincing anonymity levels, yet have very diverse implementations.

We adopt the following process during the analysis of the above currency schemes.

We start by providing a brief description of the functionality of the scheme

being studied, followed by a recap of how the parameters of the adversarial

model can be used to model the functionality of the scheme. Next, IND and

ULK notions are examined with respect to senders, recipients and value, while

identifying the strongest level of anonymity satisfied by the scheme under the

given circumstances.

5.3.1 A Trusted Third Party (TTP) scheme

Here we consider a TTP scheme where a trusted Central Authority (CA)

operates a currency scheme. The CA registers users, validates, creates and mints

transactions upon request by users. We also assume that the CA communicates
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with all other parties over authenticated channels and only honours requests from

the rightful owners of accounts. A user registers one or more accounts with the

CA and maintains funds under those registered identities. No negative fund

balances are allowed at any given time. A user can request the CA to create

a transaction, and subsequently to mint the transactions and the CA performs

corresponding fund transfer/s and creates a transaction record internally. The

CA can view the transaction history at any time. With this functionality, there

are no public/private keys involved in the scheme and transactions will always be

secret, hence the system state is always internal and private.

Table 5.1 illustrates how the variables in the TTP scheme are modelled in terms

of the notation in our model.

Table 5.1: Modelling the variables of the TTP Scheme

Notation in our model Variables in the TTP scheme

apk = ask User address

Vold, Vnew Input/Output transaction values

m Transaction metadata

tp No public transaction data

ts All transaction data

Adversarial capabilities

In the TTP model, the CA can have its own state variables outside the challenger

and the adversary, and thus is not required to accept the adversarial state. Also,

the initial state will be an empty list of transactions, accounts etc., allowing any

method of state initialisation possible. Hence we can allow the adversary to take

any value for δ and α in our adversarial model (Table 3.4). Further, we assume
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that transactions are encrypted with an asymmetric system using the CA’s public

key, and hence can be revealed in the end without revealing any information. We

model user identities in terms of a single address thereby setting apk = ask in

our model. To enable the adversary to supply sender/recipient addresses to the

challenger, we provide access to an additional oracle DelegateAccess to transfer

the authority of the addresses controlled by the adversary to the challenger. Thus,

the challenger is able to create the transactions required for different scenarios.

Note that this oracle is only specific to the TTP functionality, and is reminiscent

of how ideal functionalities must be explicitly augmented with player corruption

functions in the UC model.

Analysis of anonymity

First, we consider a FULL power adversary (denoted by (2δ,3α,1β)), who has the

complete knowledge of recipients, value and metadata, but knows senders only

by public keys and provides the input transactions to the game (named as PUBS

knowledge denoted by ((3, 0)s, (4, 4r), 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ) against the goal of S-IND. We

name this adversary as S-IND-PUBS-FULL, who in this case cannot learn any

new information about the sender corresponding to the minted transaction as the

state is private, and thus has negligible advantage of winning the Anonymity game

(given by the parameter vector (1s000)ω-((3,0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ, 3α, 1β)).

Hence, the TTP scheme is secure against S-IND-PUBS-FULL adversary and

also against a S-ULK-NILS-FULL adversary having no knowledge of senders

(NILS knowledge) represented by (1s000)ω-((0,0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,1β)

by implication. Similar anonymity notions hold for R and V as well. Accordingly,

we can say that the scheme is secure even against an adversary with FULL-FULL

capabilities, for all entities; i.e. ALL-IND-FULL-FULL setting, as the scheme

does not leak any information to the adversary. This is modelled by the vector
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(1111)ω-((4, 4)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 5t)ψ-(2δ,3α,1β), which depicts ‘absolute fungibility ’

demonstrating the strongest possible level of anonymity in our model.

5.3.2 Bitcoin

We discussed the anonymity considerations of Bitcoin in detail, as investigated

in the literature, in Chapter 2. This peer-to-peer cryptocurrency relies on a

public blockchain where transaction data are public. Users are identified via

public addresses and they initiate transactions using their private keys to spend

funds (unspent transaction outputs). Transaction inputs include references to

unspent transaction outputs and a set of new outputs with corresponding values,

which later becomes inputs to another transaction. In addition, transactions also

contain additional data which help in the verification and are broadcast on the

network. Participating network nodes compete to create new blocks (mining) to

include new transactions in the blockchain and a qualifying block is accepted by

the network based on a Proof-of-Work system. Table 5.2 summarises how our

notation can be used to model the variables in the Bitcoin scheme.

Table 5.2: Modelling the variables of the Bitcoin Scheme

Notation in our model Variables in the Bitcoin scheme

apk, ask Public key and secret key of user addresses

Vold, Vnew Input values of unspent transactions/Output values

m Transaction metadata

tp All transaction data

ts No secret transaction data (empty)
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Adversarial capabilities

All adversarial capabilities (i.e. all values) can be considered in the context of

Bitcoin, yet some capabilities do not make any meaningful outcomes due to the

functionality. Thus we avoid such capabilities from our consideration. There is

no secret transaction part of a transaction ts under normal operating conditions

as all Bitcoin transactions are public. Hence, we do not consider the scenario

ψt = 2 here. Further, Bitcoin functionality also requires public access to the state

information, and thus we assume that all adversaries have access to the state and

only consider δ > 0. The Bitcoin network was initialised honestly using an honest

public random value, and hence in practice the adversary cannot have α = 0 which

models an honest hidden initialisation, even though the protocol allows for it in

principle. Hence, no current adversary can influence the initialisation.

Analysis of anonymity

As all Bitcoin transaction details are public, any adversary has non-negligible

advantage in winning the game against any test variable (i.e. S, R or V), since

they can observe the topology of the transaction graph. Adversaries can create

a specific set of transactions (through the oracle) chosen in a way that they

can correctly identify the graph (by analysing starting balances of inputs etc.).

Hence, it is not secure against any adversary with respect to indistinguishability

or unlinkability of S, R or V.

Conversely, consider a weak adversary in our game against an empty test

variable, who has no information of the transaction (NIL knowledge), but

can view the state setup and the state (VIEW power), denoted by NIL-IND-

NIL-VIEW and parameterised by (0000)ω-((0, 0)s, (0, 0)r, 0v, 0m, 0t)ψ-(1δ,1α,0β).

Here, the adversary has to distinguish between two identical transactions
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carrying same data, except with different randomness. Despite the public

transaction history, the adversary cannot identify the correct transaction with

a substantial probability, thus making the Bitcoin system secure against this

attacker. However, if we increase at least one capability, the scheme becomes

insecure. Thus, we conclude that Bitcoin only satisfies an extremely weak notion

in our model, which only provides anonymity against two identical transactions

that only differ in the randomness. It should be noted however that we make this

claim subject to the computational and operational assumptions of the Bitcoin

construction. In fact, the only way to make the scheme anonymous is to make

the state private (i.e. δ = 0), which would render Bitcoin useless for its intended

application as a decentralised currency.

5.3.3 Zcash

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Zcash emerged as a result of the efforts to improve the

anonymity of Bitcoin. We consider the Zcash Sapling specification for this study

[40]. Here we only consider the transactions between shielded addresses (referred

to as addresses hereafter) as transparent addresses and related transactions

operate similar to Bitcoin [39]. Each address has a private spending key that

allows the owner to spend the coins (notes) sent to that address. Each note is

coupled with a unique nullifier, which is generated using the spending key, and

remains hidden until it is spent. A note also has a unique note commitment,

which is publicly revealed when the note is created. Without the private key, it is

infeasible to link a note commitment to its nullifier. An unspent note in Zcash is a

note with a publicly revealed commitment and a hidden nullifier. When a shielded

transaction is created, nullifiers of input notes and commitments of output notes

(i.e. newly created) are revealed. In addition, the value of a shielded transaction

is also hidden, and is revealed through value commitments related to input and
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output notes, and relevant balancing operations are carried out as homomorphic

operations. Further, zk-SNARK primitives are used for functions such as proving

the ownership of notes, verifying and validating transactions [40]. In order to

facilitate these zero-knowledge proofs, a common reference string is generated at

the initial setup phase of the scheme [11, 17, 31]. Nonetheless, if an adversary

is able to manipulate the randomness associated with the reference string, then

they can generate false proofs to prove ownership etc. and hence the randomness

has to be hidden [11, 28]. A model of the Zcash functionality in terms of our

notation is given in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Modelling the variables of the Zcash Scheme

Notation in our model Variables in the Zcash scheme

apk, ask Public key and private spending key of user addresses

Vold, Vnew Values of input notes/output notes

m Transaction metadata

tp All public transaction data (nullifiers of input notes,

commitments of output notes, value commitments, zk-SNARK

proof)

ts Secret transaction data (nullifiers of output notes etc.)

Adversarial capabilities

Similar to Bitcoin, we can model Zcash addresses through the payment addresses

(apk, ask) in our model. As the state is public under normal operation conditions,

it makes sense to only consider the adversarial capabilities with δ > 0. As

the adversary may gain a non-negligible advantage with the knowledge of the

randomness associated with the setup space, we only consider the instances

with hidden randomness, i.e. α /∈ {1, 2}. In shielded transactions, senders and

recipients correspond to the nullifiers of input notes and to the commitments
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of output notes respectively. Further, the values of input/output notes are

also concealed as value commitments in the transaction. tp represents public

transaction data such as nullifiers of input notes, output note commitments, value

commitments and zk-SNARK proof data whereas actual input/output notes,

nullifiers of output notes and other relevant private data can be modelled by

ts. The knowledge of secret keys (i.e. ψsks > 0) is required to link the nullifiers

of input notes to their owners (senders) and the private keys of recipients (i.e.

ψskr > 0) should be known to link the note commitments of output notes to their

owners (recipients).

Analysis of anonymity

We begin by analysing the unlinkability property. Although the linkability

of Zcash transactions is explored in literature such as [75] with respect to

transactions involving both shielded and transparent addresses, we only consider

shielded addresses here. Consider an adversary for S-ULK (i.e. distinguish

between two unknown senders aka sender unlinkability) who has all powers

except to cause minting to fail (ACTIVE power), and has full knowledge

of recipients, metadata and values and public transaction data (input/output

note commitments, value commitments etc.), except the senders (NILS-PUBT

knowledge), which we capture in a parameter vector ((0, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-

(2δ,3α,0β). The adversary cannot obtain any additional knowledge of the minted

transaction as the note commitments do not leak any information about the

sender. The knowledge of the recipients also does not provide any advantage as

the output notes do not carry any information about the sender. Hence, this

adversary has a negligible advantage over winning the game. Hence, the Zcash

scheme is secure in S-ULK-NILS-PUBVT-ACTIVE (i.e. sender unlinkability

with unknown senders, known value and transaction, adversarial recipients and
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metadata, with ACTIVE power). If the adversary is given more powers to cause

minting to fail (i.e. FULL power), then he may gain additional information

about account balances etc. based on unsuccessful minting attempts, making the

system insecure with respect to S-ULK-NILS-PUBVT-FULL. Further, for any

adversary having ψt > 1, the adversary has access to ts, which provides additional

knowledge about sensitive transaction data that compromises security. Similarly,

we can also show that Zcash is secure in R-ULK-NILR-PUBVT-ACTIVE (i.e.

recipient unlinkability with hidden recipients, adversarial senders and metadata,

and with the knowledge of the value and the transaction), but not in R-ULK-

NILR-PUBVT-FULL.

The scheme also satisfies S-IND-PUBSVT-ACTIVE security (i.w. sender

indistinguishability with the knowledge of public keys of senders, value and

transactions, with adversarial recipients and ACTIVE power), as the knowledge of

senders’ public keys and public transaction data (PUBSVT knowledge) does not

reveal any information about the nullifiers of input notes (i.e. ((3, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 2v,

3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)). Yet, with the same reasoning as with S-ULK, Zcash fails in

S-IND-PUBSVT-FULL. Similarly, Zcash is secure in R-IND-PUBRVT-ACTIVE

(i.e. recipient indistinguishability with the knowledge of recipients’ public keys,

transaction value and transaction data), but not in R-IND-PUBRVT-FULL.

When testing for the value (i.e. ωv = 1), the system is secure against a FULL

power adversary, having only the knowledge of public keys of senders, recipients

and public transaction, but with no knowledge of the values (NILV-PUBSRT

knowledge) as in V-ULK-NILV-PUBSRT-FULL (value unlinkability given by

(001v0)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 0v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,1β)), since failed minting attempts do

not reveal any information despite knowing public keys. Hence, the level of

anonymity with respect to V depends on the knowledge of secret keys as the

value is hidden. Therefore, value indistinguishability property holds only for an
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adversary with ACTIVE power and PUBSRT knowledge; i.e. V-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE notion denoted by (001v0)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β).

Accordingly, we can say that Zcash satisfies the strongest level of anonymity

against a PUBSRT-ACTIVE adversary for all test variables given by ALL-IND-

PUBSRT-ACTIVE setting and parameterised by (1111)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m,

1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β). Hence, Zcash achieves higher anonymity prospects compared to

Bitcoin, and is bounded by the knowledge of secret keys of payment addresses.

5.3.4 Monero

Monero is another cryptocurrency that claims improved anonymity based on

several cryptographic primitives such as linkable ring signatures and stealth

addresses to achieve anonymity with respect to senders and recipients [95].

In addition, Ring Confidential Transactions (RingCT) are used to conceal

transaction values through value commitments [95]. Each user has two pairs of

private/public keys as spend and view keys. A sender creates a one-time public

key (stealth address) for each output using recipients’ public keys. The sender

mixes the actual inputs with a set of additional random public keys (known as

mixins) using linkable ring signatures, to produce a signature for the ring of

inputs. The one-time public key, the signature and the public keys of inputs (in

the ring) are submitted to the network along with other transaction data [1, 95].

A sender can include an (optional) pre-agreed, encrypted payment ID, enabling

respective recipients to identify the sender using their private keys. The recipients

can retrieve outputs using both their private/public view keys and can spend them

using the spending keys. Outsiders can only view the public keys in the ring (of

probable senders), with each being an equally probable input to the transaction.
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Table 5.4: Modelling the variables of the Monero Scheme

Notation in our model Variables in the Monero scheme

apk, ask Public keys of spend/view keys, Private keys of spend/view keys

Vold, Vnew Values of inputs/outputs

m Mixin data (i.e. public keys in the ring)

tp All public transaction data (Value commitments, Public keys of

the participants in the ring)

ts Secret transaction data (transaction ID, values, senders,

recipients etc.)

Adversarial capabilities

Similar to others, the Monero Blockchain state is also public under normal

operation, thus we assume that the adversary can view the public state, which

allows δ > 0 in our model as before. However, most of the transaction data (e.g.

actual senders, recipients, values etc.) are hidden from the public and we model

them in ts. We use ask to represent private keys of both spend and view keys

collectively, and apk to model public keys of the same. In addition, mixin data

are modelled by metadata in our model, i.e. m. Further, the adversary may

gain a non-negligible advantage if the secret keys of the senders are known (i.e.

ψsks > 0). If the adversary knows the secret key of the recipient (i.e. ψskr > 0 )

and ts (i.e. ψt > 2 ), then they can guess the sender. Moreover, if a transaction

(i.e. ts) consists of a payment ID, the secret key of the recipient can be used to

deanonymise the sender; i.e. ψskr > 0.
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Analysis of anonymity

First we look at the unlinkability property of Monero, which is analogous

to the notion of traceability of Monero, referred to in [46, 95]. We

consider the S-ULK-NILS-PUBT-ACTIVE notion as with Zcash, without the

knowledge of likely senders, with the other parameters being adversarial (i.e.

((0, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β)). The state only reveals the public keys of a

possible set of senders, but not the recipients nor the value. Yet, if the adversary

chooses the mixins (i.e. dummy public keys in the ring), then they can easily

identify the sender as sender’s public key is the only unknown key in the ring.

Thus, Monero cannot be secure if the adversary has the knowledge of the mixins in

the ring, meaning that Monero is not secure against the above adversary. Hence,

we define a weaker notion by setting ψm = 0 in our model, which represents

an adversary who has no knowledge of the sender or metadata (NILSM-PUBT

knowledge), against which Monero is secure; i.e. S-ULK-NILSM-PUBT-ACTIVE

adversary modelled by (1s000)ω-((0, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 0m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β).

In the case of sender indistinguishability (S-IND) where an adversary has some

knowledge of the possible senders (i.e. ψpks > 0 or ψsks > 0), with ωs = 1,

security of Monero depends on how the mixins are chosen. The problem occurs

if one of the possible senders (S0 or S1) is not included in the mixins, then the

adversary can trivially guess who the sender is. If the keys in the ring are chosen

by the adversary, then they can manipulate the situation and win the game. On

the other hand, if the keys are chosen randomly, then the above scenario happens

with some probability (based on the total number of keys in the scheme and the

ring size), in which case the adversary’s advantage in winning the game increases

with the total number of keys (assuming the ring size is constant). Accordingly,

with the goal of S-IND, security can be compromised unless the mixins are chosen

optimally, knowing the adversary’s goal. Further, tp also independently leaks
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information about the mixins and against any adversary having the knowledge

of tp (i.e. ψt > 0), the scheme is not secure. Hence we can see that Monero is

secure against the S-IND-NILMT-PUBS-ACTIVE adversary (the adversary has

no knowledge about the mixins and the transaction) given that mixins are chosen

randomly. This setting can be represented in terms of the following parametric

vector: (1s000)ω-((3, 0)s, (4, 4)r, 3v, 0m, 0t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β).

With recipient anonymity, we can see that Monero complies with R-ULK-

NILR-PUBT-ACTIVE (hidden recipients with the knowledge of tp) as funds are

received by stealth addresses which can be claimed only by the recipient with the

matching private key. This notion of unlinkability closely relates to the notions

described in [46, 95]. Similarly, Monero is also secure in R-IND-PUBRT-ACTIVE

((01r00)ω-((4, 4)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β) as the knowledge of recipients’

public keys or mixin data do not reveal anything about the ownership of stealth

addresses. Further, as values are hidden, Monero’s anonymity with respect to

values reduces to the knowledge of the secret keys of the senders/recipients

similar to Zcash and hence it satisfies V-ULK-NILV-PUBSRT-FULL and V-

IND-PUBSRT-ACTIVE notions. As with Zcash, S-IND, S-ULK, R-IND, R-

ULK and V-IND goals fail against a FULL power adversary with the information

leakage from failed minting. Thus, we can see that the maximal anonymity level

satisfied by Monero is the ALL-IND-NILMT-PUBSR-ACTIVE security (i.e. the

adversary has the knowledge of the public keys of senders and recipients except the

mixins and the transaction) given by the parameter vector (1111)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r,

3v, 0m, 0t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β).

5.3.5 Mimblewimble

The Mimblewimble protocol focuses on improving anonymity and scalability

through confidential transactions and transaction aggregation [32, 42]. We study
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the Grin implementation of this protocol for this analysis [41]. A coin in this is

a commitment, C = vH + rG where v is the value, r is the randomness (hence

the private key of the coin), and H,G are generators of a discrete logarithm [32].

The opening of the commitment of a coin is necessary to spend that coin, which

requires the corresponding secret key (r). The sender sends the input coins

(commitments) to the recipient over an authenticated channel, who then adds

the commitments to the output coins (by including individual private keys) and

a partial signature for the transaction (using a random nonce), which is sent back

to the sender. The sender validates the received signature and generates their

portion of the signature and broadcasts the transaction on the network, which is

verified (via the relevant public key generated through public transaction data)

and minted by the network nodes subsequently. Transactions are included in the

blockchain, subject to transaction aggregation which hides the actual transaction

graph [41]. A typical transaction consists of input/output coins (commitments)

and relevant range proofs (proving that values are positive), transaction fee and

a signature. This functionality can be expressed in terms of the parameters in

our model as summarised in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Modelling the variables of the Mimblewimble Scheme

Notation in our model Variables in the Mimblewimble scheme

apk, ask Public keys of coins/randomness of coins

Vold, Vnew Values of inputs/outputs

m Transaction metadata

tp All public transaction data (public coin data, transaction

signature, range proof, value commitments etc.)

ts Transaction history (before aggregation)
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Adversarial capabilities

As it was the case with other currency schemes, the Mimblewimble state also is

public. However, transactions hide the senders, recipients and the values while

revealing only the commitments required to validate a given transaction by any

third-party. The knowledge of the secret key (r) of the coins is required to produce

a valid signature for a transaction, allowing the rightful owners to spend the

coins. Hence we model the secret inputs and outputs as asks and askr . Then the

adversary’s knowledge of these is ψsks and ψskr as in all other cases. The public

keys corresponding to the inputs and outputs are modelled as apks and apkr and

we model the adversary’s knowledge corresponding to these as ψpks and ψpkr .

As the sender initiates a transaction by communicating with relevant recipients,

when the adversary knows any of the secret keys, there is no anonymity among

the participants in the transaction (i.e. when ψsks , ψskr > 0). Further, we use

ts to represent the transaction history since it is not publicly available after the

aggregation. If the adversary has access to the transaction history, then there is

an added advantage for the adversary in the game. Hence, we assume that the

adversary does not have the knowledge of the transaction history for this analysis.

Analysis of anonymity

Consider the S-IND-PUBSRT-ACTIVE notion, which is parameterised by

(1s000)ω-((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β) (i.e. sender indistinguishability

with the knowledge of public keys of senders, recipients and the transaction).

Despite learning the value, metadata and public transaction data, the adversary

is not able to distinguish between any sender, as secret keys are not known,

thus making Mimblewimble secure against this adversary. However, any further

leakage of information (i.e. private keys of recipients) would compromise
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anonymity. Similarly, the notion of S-ULK-NILS-PUBRT-ACTIVE (sender

unlinkability with hidden senders, recipients known by their public keys

with the knowledge of tp) denoted by (1s000)ω-((0, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-

(2δ,3α,0β) is also satisfied by implication. With a similar argument, we

can show that it also satisfies R-IND-PUBSRT-ACTIVE and R-ULK-NILR-

PUBST-ACTIVE. With value indistinguishability, we can see that it is secure

in V-IND-PUBSRT-ACTIVE as the value is hidden similar to Zcash and

Monero, and hence also secure in V-ULK-NILV-PUBSRT-FULL. Thus, we can

conclude that the strongest anonymity notions that Mimblewimble satisfies is

with respect to ALL-IND-PUBSRT-ACTIVE, denoted by the vector (1111)ω-

((3, 0)s, (3, 0)r, 3v, 3m, 1t)ψ-(2δ,3α,0β).

5.4 Comparison of findings

While anonymity on the surface looks like an atomic notion, it is evident from

the above analysis that our framework provides more nuance. In this section,

we provide a comparison of anonymity achieved by different cryptocurrencies

as we have unfolded in above case studies. In order to visualise these findings

clearly, we deploy graphical interpretations as illustrated in figures such as

Figure 5.7. Accordingly, we compare various anonymity aspects in these schemes

in subsequent sections.

5.4.1 Sender anonymity

First we consider the anonymity levels achieved by the above currency schemes

with respect to senders. In the case of sender indistinguishability (i.e. S-IND), the

TTP scheme demonstrates the strongest level of anonymity as expected since no
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details of the transactions are public, and hence is secure against a S-IND-PUBS-

FULL adversary. On the contrary, Bitcoin has the weakest anonymity as sender

details are visible in the blockchain. Hence, Bitcoin does not have an acceptable

level of anonymity with respect to senders. On the other hand, Zcash, Monero

and Mimblewimble have much stronger levels of sender anonymity compared to

Bitcoin, but still fall behind the much stronger TTP scheme. While Zcash is

secure in S-IND-PUBST-ACTIVE, both Monero and Mimblewimble have slightly

lower level of anonymity with respect to senders, but in different dimensions.

For example, Monero is only secure in S-IND-NILMT-PUBS-ACTIVE as its

strongest level due to the mixin information attached with the transaction,

whereas Mimblewimble satisfies the highest anonymity with S-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE due to the pre-communication that takes place between the parties

involved in the transaction. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Sender indistinguishability
[TTP(red), Bitcoin(yellow), Zcash(blue),

Monero(pink), Mimblewimble(green)]
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Figure 5.2: Sender unlinkability
[TTP(red), Bitcoin (yellow), Zcash (blue), Monero

(pink), Mimblewimble (green)]

Sender unlinkability notion in our framework closely correlates with the

untraceability notion derived in [91] in the sense that for a given transaction, all

possible senders are equally probable to be the corresponding sender. However,

our definition focuses on a wider scope providing a broader view of this notion

of anonymity. Figure 5.2 shows the S-ULK behaviour of these schemes and thus
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reveals that, S-ULK security follows the same pattern as in S-IND.

5.4.2 Recipient anonymity

With regards to the recipient anonymity, Zcash and Monero demonstrate similar

levels of R-IND and R-ULK anonymity as evident from Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Mimblewimble however, satisfies a slightly weaker notion due to the pre-

communication. TTP scheme has the highest level of recipient anonymity with

Bitcoin at the other end having the weakest level.
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Figure 5.3: Recipient
indistinguishability
[TTP(red), Bitcoin(yellow), Zcash(blue),

Monero(pink), Mimblewimble(green)]
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Figure 5.4: Recipient unlinkability
[TTP (red), Bitcoin(yellow), Zcash(blue),

Monero(pink), Mimblewimble(green)]

Our definition of recipient unlinkability corresponds to the property of

unlinkability mentioned in [91]. While this definition does not mention about the

effect on unlinkability from other factors, here we consider how other parameters

from the adversary’s capabilities could affect this attribute.
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Figure 5.5: Value indistinguishability
[TTP (red), Bitcoin(yellow), Zcash(blue),

Monero(pink), Mimblewimble(green)]
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Figure 5.6: Value unlinkability
[TTP (red), Bitcoin(yellow), Zcash(blue),

Monero(pink), Mimblewimble(green)]

5.4.3 Value anonymity

In the case of anonymity with respect to transaction value, Zcash, Monero and

Mimblewimble demonstrate the same level of anonymity with V-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE due to the concealment of value through various techniques in these

schemes (Figure 5.5). A similar analogy is visible with V-UNL notion as

illustrated in Figure 5.6. Meanwhile, Bitcoin offers no anonymity with respect to

value.

5.4.4 Highest level of anonymity

Figure 5.7 compares the schemes with respect to the highest level of anonymity

achieved by them. Compared to the TTP scheme, the other four schemes show

weaker anonymity prospects, proving that they do not meet the criteria for

“absolute fungibility”. As expected, Bitcoin demonstrates the weakest anonymity

of all and is secure only in NIL-IND-NIL-VIEW. Conversely Zcash, Monero and

Mimblewimble demonstrate considerably higher anonymity with minor deviations
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among them. Zcash shows the highest level while Mimblewimble shows weaker

anonymity with respect to the participants of a transaction and in Monero,

anonymity is compromised when details of the choice of mixins are leaked to the

adversary. Yet, it should be noted that we considered only shielded transactions

in Zcash for this analysis and unshielded transactions may hinder these anonymity

levels significantly. Nevertheless, the knowledge of the randomness of the coins

(i.e. ψt > 1) hinders the anonymity in all three schemes above.
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Figure 5.7: Maximal anonymity notions
[ TTP(red), Bitcoin(yellow), Zcash(blue), Monero(pink), Mimblewimble(green)]

5.4.5 Summary of findings

Above findings can be summarised in tabular form as presented in Table 5.6,

which lists the strongest anonymity notion achieved by each currency with respect

to sender, recipient and value anonymity.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of anonymity

Currency scheme Strongest notion satisfied by the currency scheme

Sender

Anonymity

Recipient

Anonymity

Value Anonymity Maximal

Anonymity

TTP S-IND-PUBS-

FULL

R-IND-PUBR-

FULL

V-IND-PUBV-

FULL

ALL-IND-FULL-

FULL

Bitcoin None None None NIL-IND-NIL-

VIEW

Zcash S-IND-PUBSVT-

ACTIVE

R-IND-PUBRVT-

ACTIVE

V-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE

ALL-IND-

PUBSRT-ACTIVE

Monero S-IND-NILMT-

PUBS-ACTIVE

R-IND-PUBRT-

ACTIVE

V-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE

ALL-IND-NILMT-

PUBSR-ACTIVE

Mimblewimble S-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE

R-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE

V-IND-PUBSRT-

ACTIVE

ALL-IND-

PUBSRT-ACTIVE

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have demonstrated how our anonymity framework is capable

of providing a very precise landscape of anonymity in cryptocurrency schemes as

opposed to various categorisations given in studies such as [3, 24, 44, 66]. In that

connection, we have presented a qualitative evaluation of a subset of real world

cryptocurrency schemes as our major contribution in this chapter, thus revealing

how anonymity levels differ in diverse dimensions.

One may wonder why we need such granularity in modelling anonymity in the

context of cryptocurrencies, yet the findings from our case studies show how

a minute change such as varying one value along a single dimension, could

drastically affect the level of anonymity. Hence, these outcomes emphasise the

fact that claims for anonymity cannot be made lightly in the presence of such

granularity.

As noted earlier, this study did not investigate the privacy aspects of the
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underlying consensus mechanism or the network of a cryptocurrency scheme,

which may leak information independently from the currency scheme and thereby

affect the achievable level of anonymity. Our model already provides a way of

capturing this leak as an instance of metadata, but the exact mechanisms through

which such leaks could occur would have to be studied on a case by case basis.

Accordingly, our anonymity framework has been successful in producing a

precise and exhaustive recount of true anonymity achieved by cryptocurrency

schemes despite their diverse implementations.Furthermore, this analysis has

demonstrated how anonymity can be visualised in multiple dimensions, yet in

a unified view. We have published these findings in [4].



Chapter 6

Conclusion

Our main focus in this final chapter is to summarise our contributions while

emphasising their research significance. In this respect, we look at the research

objectives established in Chapter 1 and evaluate how well we have achieved these

goals in our contributions together with future research directions.

As established at the outset, anonymity is key to the success of a cryptocurrency

scheme. Hence, it is imperative that the extent of anonymity achieved by any

cryptocurrency can be represented using a set of unified definitions. From a user’s

perspective, such a common framework for evaluating anonymity can facilitate

meaningful comparisons between different schemes. On the other hand, from

a designer’s perspective, this type of framework could provide a useful guide

to understand how different attributes influence anonymity, which allow them

to refine anonymity in existing as well as new constructions. Accordingly, our

overall research objective is to formulate a mechanism to achieve a uniform, fine-

grained systematisation of anonymity modelling for decentralised systems such

as cryptocurrencies and we summarise our contributions aligning with relevant

research objectives as presented below.
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Contribution 1 : Develop a means to commonly represent the

functionality of different cryptocurrency schemes.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the foundation for a common anonymity framework

consists of an abstract model of a cryptocurrency, which is representative of

various cryptocurrency schemes. In order to address this, we constructed a

generic cryptocurrency scheme by identifying the common functionality across

different currency types. We defined a set of operations to represent such

common functionality in terms of a set of entities (e.g. senders, recipients,

transactions etc.) and typical operations including address and transaction

creation, minting and adjudication. Further, our model caters for additional

entities and functionality, and these can be defined based on the requirements of

specific implementations.

In order to define the correctness and security of this model, we defined the

correctness of functionality through a set of experiments which ensures expected

operations in an honest setting. Further, we identified the security requirements

for our model, which were captured through a set of game-based experiments.

The security goals achieved through these game-based definitions allow us to

define the security of cryptocurrencies with respect to issues such as transaction

forgery and double-spending. For this purpose, we developed a comprehensive

adversarial model, which looks at adversarial knowledge and power within a wide

range of entities from zero knowledge to a fully active adversary.

The model we formulated here is capable of representing the functionality of

many different constructions, as it is evident through the analysis presented in

Chapter 5. In addition, the model itself enables one to understand the basic

principles behind similar decentralised environments. The operations in our

model, provide a clear understanding about the interactions between different
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entities within the system. Further, the correctness and security requirements

provide useful insights into understanding how such schemes operate. More

importantly, the adversarial model developed in this work demonstrates how

the security of complex systems such as fully-decentralised environments can

be modelled from first principles, thereby capturing a wide range of attacker

scenarios.

It should be noted however that we did not consider the underlying

communication mechanisms or the details of the consensus mechanism explicitly

in our model, as they may be different in each construction. Yet, in some

scenarios we may be able to model such additional information present in the

communication layer (e.g. IP addresses) through the existing parameters in our

model such as metadata.

Contribution 2 : Design a common framework to model anonymity

aspects of different cryptocurrency schemes in terms of formal

anonymity definitions

We addressed this issue in Chapter 4 as our main contribution in this work. As

established in Chapter 1 and further supported in Chapter 2, the absence of a

common mechanism to model anonymity in a unified manner limits our ability

to compare this aspect of different cryptocurrencies. Hence, we constructed

a common template in a game-based setting to address this by providing a

qualitative recount of anonymity. We built this template using the adversarial

model we defined in Chapter 3, along with a set attacker scenarios addressing

different aspects of anonymity (eg. sender anonymity). Each scenario modelled

in this game is a unique combination of adversarial knowledge, power and

a security goal, related to a system entity (e.g. sender/recipient/transaction
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value, metadata). Each scenario is represented by a unique parametric vector

representing the relevant adversarial capabilities and the entities being targeted.

This template results in a numerous number of adversarial settings, modelling

different aspects of anonymity. We formalised these notions in terms of

indistinguishability and unlinkability with respect to system entities and provided

definitions for some useful notions. Further, we examined the relationships

among these anonymity notions to understand their implications, equivalences

and separations. In doing so, we formulated a set of theorems to formally establish

these relationships. However, there may be other relationships between notions

in addition to what we have presented, depending on specific circumstances.

We have presented only those theorems that can be applied irrespective of the

construction.

Accordingly, our framework uncovers the granularity of anonymity through a

plethora of distinct definitions, each representing a different aspect of anonymity.

While a multitude of separate definitions may seem absurdly excessive, we

emphasise that these definitions arise naturally from considering the possible

interactions between the adversary and the cryptocurrency. Indeed, our notions

generalise many security notions familiar to cryptographers such as known

vs. chosen plaintext, forward security, indistinguishability, active vs. passive

adversaries, and so on. The fact that we consider all of these security dimensions

simultaneously multiplies the number of definitions, but also allows us to

meaningfully understand and compare the anonymity of systems that differ along

multiple dimensions. As a consequence, this work provides a means for modelling

anonymity in a precise and qualitative manner.
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Contribution 3 : Evaluate and compare anonymity aspects of existing

cryptocurrency schemes

In order to demonstrate how our framework can be applied in a real world

setting, we have analysed a subset of existing cryptocurrency schemes (Bitcoin,

Zcash, Monero and Mimblewimble and a TTP scheme representing an ideal

scheme). We considered the indistinguishability and unlinkability of senders,

recipients and transaction values for this analysis. We used the formal

definitions and corresponding parametric vectors in order to evaluate and compare

anonymity in these systems and provided graphical interpretations to facilitate

the comparisons. Chapter 5 contains the relevant details.

The findings of this exercise indicate that some currency schemes may possess

strong anonymity levels in one aspect, but very weak in another. Further, a

minute change in one parameter could drastically affect the achievable extent of

anonymity, which could not have been captured with existing anonymity notions.

As such, this analysis demonstrates how the proposed framework can be applied

in real-world settings through findings presented. Our analyses outcomes allow

us to directly compare the anonymity levels achieved by the currency schemes

studied thereby revealing the potential of this framework as opposed to different

categorisations presented in studies such as [24, 44]. In addition, comparisons

between different systems highlights how minute variations of anonymity levels

exist between very similar constructions, indicating the importance of fine-grained

systematisation of anonymity. Constructing a formal proof for anonymity of an

existing currency scheme in this framework would further establish the usefulness

of this work.
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